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ABSTRACT 

Electronic products are on the rise and have become an integrated part of everyday life               

around the World. But with newer product releases and greater technological advancements            

the downside are more obsolete electronic products, which have to be managed. Research             

suggests an enormous financial potential from the growing amounts of discarded electronic            

items, full of valuable materials. The purpose of this study is to investigate electronic waste               

from a producer perspective, and review the potential of e-waste management through            

incorporating a circular approach.  

The study employed a qualitative research approach, compiling both primary and secondary            

empirical data. By subsequently analyzing this, we aimed to examine whether there are any              

prominent premises of circular e-waste management that must be present for producers to             

apply circular strategies. We asked whether e-waste management must be profitable, if its a              

part of the company CSR and if legislation is an incentive for corporate e-waste management.  

The findings indicate that the lack of awareness, responsibility and external incentives may             

have kept manufacturers from implementing circular e-waste management strategies. And          

when companies undertake it, they are looking inwards to the core of the business, rather than                

outwards to public pressure and trends.  

This thesis intends to bridge the gap between e-waste management and a circular economy in               

order to contribute to answer how electronic producers can facilitate a switch to a circular               

perspective. We argue that creating awareness, creating own incentives and actively working            

with recyclers and legislators, can help producers implement circular e-waste management.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Part I presents the reader with the introductory chapters of this thesis. This is aimed at                

clarifying focus, objectives and relevant literature. In doing this, we begin with a short              

conceptualization before moving on to our research statement. The introduction concludes           

with a reading guide that gives the reader a detailed overview of the thesis and its structure. 

  

Conceptualization  

The digital age is upon us, and with it comes an electronic evolution of everything between                

self-stocking refrigerators and talking computers. Additionally, prices are decreasing,         

enabling more people to own and upgrade their personal electronic devices. However, the             

digital age has a dark side. Consumers are consuming as never before, and as new products                

are constantly introduced, previous ones are discarded, often ending in large landfills in the              

third World (“Toxic Tech”, 2010). E-waste is the fastest growing waste stream in the world               

(Holgate, 2018), yet it is still a relatively undebated issue on the global political and               

economic agenda. It seems the digitalization is moving in a faster pace than the knowledge               

and focus of how to manage the effects of it is. 

This thesis aims to address e-waste from a corporate perspective, covering the economic             

benefits of implementing e-waste management systems. This perspective became relevant to           

us after discovering an argued billion dollar financial potential presented in business cases by              

several major organizations, ranging from policy makers to consultancies to non-profit           

organizations, such as the European Union, Accenture, McKinsey and the Ellen MacArthur            

Foundation. Individually, they all presented an overwhelming potential of e-waste          

management when incorporating it in circular business models. 

We decided to narrow down our scope to focus on manufacturers of mobile phones, tablets               

and computers, as this is where we found 1) the greatest economic potential and 2) most                

companies with a circular approach on how to reuse e-waste. We decided to look into how                

manufacturers have approached managing e-waste, and assumed to find clearly defined           
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strategies from major players due to the argued economic potential. To our surprise, however,              

our initial research showed us that the majority of companies do not have a formulated               

e-waste management policy that includes circular economy. In fact, most do not even address              

e-waste management on their website and in their reports. Although twisting our research, we              

decided to look deeper into this finding. The primary question that we were left with was                

‘why?’: why is this not a priority? Not merely from a sustainability point of view, but equally                 

from an economic one. As researchers, we wished to investigate this; search for patterns,              

inspiration and answers. Mainly, we wish to answer our question of ‘why?’ 

Well aware that we would have to operate in a relatively unexplored field, these findings had                

peaked our interest and we embarked on our quest to find answers. We quickly learned that                

asking companies why they do not follow the suggested financial potential was pointless, and              

instead, we turned to those who had already implemented circular e-waste management            

strategies. We used these to understand why some have an incentive, while others seemingly              

do not. 

This research thus contributes by enlightening and teasing out the apparent contradiction            

between theory and practice, aiming to not only present it, but further to understand it. 

 

Problem statement and research questions 

This topic is charged with contradictory elements. The goal of this thesis is to investigate               

these, in order to obtain knowledge that might explain these immediate paradoxes. Doing             

this, we need to ask what, how and why, as it is necessary to include several levels of                  

knowledge in order to gain a deep, balanced insight. Our wondering circles primarily around              

the manufacturers, therefore the research perspective is company centered, while the           

empirical and theoretical focus expands to further include circular economy theories and            

consultancy statements.  

In short, we believe this research is relevant because of the mismatch between theory and               

practice; several business cases present an overwhelming economic and ecologic promise of            
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implementing circular e-waste management, yet, many companies stay linear. This has           

sparked our wondering, and led us to our research question, and its two sub questions:  

Given the great financial potential presented by consultancies and NGO’s, why do only 

some manufacturers of electronics employ circular e-waste management strategies? 

How have these manufacturers created an incentive to implement circular e-waste 

management? 

Which qualities does a circular e-waste management framework entail? 

 

Reading Guide 

The following thesis tries to supplement and combine the circular economy approach to the              

field of e-waste management from the viewpoint of consumer electronic producers. Though            

the e-waste management as well as the circular economy literature is filled with studies, it               

seems there is a lack of a producer perspective focusing on incentives. We seek to correct this                 

gap by trying to determine which factors influence producers to implement a circular             

economy business model. Through a qualitative approach, we suggest that the reasons            

include profitability, corporate social responsibility and legislation. How we reach these           

findings will be shown throughout the thesis, which begins with a reading guide.  

Structure-wise we divide this thesis is into parts, chapters, and sections. The main themes of               

this paper are structured the parts (e.g. “II. Literature review”, “III. Methodology”). Every             

part contains several chapters, which are thematically similar to the part’s theme, but the              

chapters are distinct to each other (e.g. the chapters “exploratory study” and “research             

approach” are both chapters of “III. Methodology”). Lastly, there are different sections within             

every chapter that serve to split up the chapter into smaller elements (e.g. “primary data” and                

“secondary data” are sections of the chapter “research approach”). With this structure of the              

thesis, we aim to make it easier for the reader to navigate when we refer to different parts,                  

chapters or sections.  
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Content-wise, the first part of this thesis is the introduction with the reading guide where we                

set the stage for the thesis and then narrowing it down to the research question.  

Following the introduction, we move into the second part of the thesis, namely a literature               

review. Here we examine the circular economy literature, with a particular focus on the              

academic literature, and the practitioner literature. The second chapter of the literature review             

looks at studies of e-waste management. Through the literature review we point out gaps,              

which serves as the inspiration and justification for our research question. 

Following the literature review is the third part, where we elaborate on our methodology. The               

first chapter covers a description of pragmatism and how it has functioned as our guiding               

philosophy of science throughout the thesis. Next, we move on to explaining the basics of               

abductive reasoning and how we have employed it, before covering how we have structured              

our research as an exploratory study. The following chapter describes our research approach,             

which includes our data collection methods. Next, conceptual limitations regarding the above            

chapters are introduced, and lastly we will list a number of quality criteria for our research.  

The fourth part of the thesis, the analysis, starts with an roadmap which leads to our three                 

overall questions that guide the analysis: 1) Must circular e-waste management be profitable?             

2) Is e-waste management part of the company’s corporate responsibility? and 3) Is             

legislation a key incentive for e-waste management? This is done to provide context, and a               

deeper, more structured understanding of the problem. Here we do the data presentation of              

the actual analysis of the conducted interviews.  

After the analysis we move into the fifth part of the thesis - the discussion. We discuss the                  

limitations and delimitations as well as the empirical findings. The findings of the analysis is               

discussed in relation to the literature presented in our literature review. This is done in order                

to demonstrate how our findings contribute, contradict, or extend the circular economy and             

e-waste management literature.  

The sixth part of the thesis starts with a conclusion which sums up the entire thesis and                 

answers the research question. The conclusion ends with representing selected managerial           

recommendations from our research.  
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

This part will cover a review of existing literature within the fields of circular economy and                

e-waste management. In order to answer the problem statement and analyze how some             

companies have created an incentive to reuse e-waste, an understanding of the term e-waste is               

fundamental. To reach an understanding of this, we have deemed it necessary to firstly              

understand the essentials of circular economy, as we consider e-waste management to be an              

extension, or branch, of circular economy theories. 

The figure depicts how we understand the branches of the literature,           

illustrating the layers of the existing sustainability theories: the         

literature on e-waste management is a subsection of the circular          

economy literature, which is a subsection of the sustainability         

literature.  

‘Sustainability’ covers an enormously broad field, and will        

therefore not be covered as a separate section of this review.           

Instead, the literature review will go through the two lower          

branches of the figure. Firstly, it will review the existing literature on circular economy,              

covering definitions, business cases and business models relevant for this thesis, which seeks             

to answer the ‘what’, ‘why’ and ‘how’ aspects of CE respectively. Secondly, we narrow              

down the scope to examine the relatively new field of e-waste management to gain a               

comprehensive understanding of the term, with the aim of facilitating a valid empirical             

analysis.  

 

Circular Economy  

As focus has increased on corporate sustainability (Moon, 2014), new ways of doing business              

have emerged. In fact, sustainability measures are often referred to as drivers of innovation              

(Nidumolu et al., 2009; Whelan & Fink, 2016), and circular economy is an example hereof.               

The following section will be devoted to describing the evolvement of circular economy as              
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well as cover examples of business models and –cases before moving on to contradictions              

and shortcomings in the current literature.  

When researching the current literature on CE, and especially when merging the literature of              

academics and practitioners, it becomes apparent that the arguments presented by the range of              

authors are different; they have different points, and different agendas. In fact, our impression              

of the literature all together, is its confusion and contradictions. Therefore, this section will              

attempt to clarify, and eliminate some of this confusion. We aim to find a path through the                 

literature, which is facilitated by splitting it back up. Firstly, we will look at the academic                

perspective of CE, which includes definitions and academics’ critique of the concept. Next,             

we will examine the practitioner perspective, covering definitions, business cases and           

business models, as these are primarily practitioner based. In order to cover the most relevant               

aspects, the criteria when scanning the literature have differed: as the focus of the academic               

perspective has been to examine the evolvement of CE, the literature spans over several              

decades, researching it through times. Conversely, the practitioner literature has selected           

based on being current, as e.g. a business case must be up-to-date to be relevant.  

 

Academic perspective 

What is circular economy? 

The first thing that becomes apparent when reviewing the literature is that CE cannot be               

traced back to purely a single author, and scholars credit its emergence to a variety of ideas.                 

Lancaster (2002) traces the origin back to 1848 and Hofmann, who presented the idea of a                

correlation between waste minimization and profit (Lancaster, 2002), while a more often            

referenced source is Boulding’s 1966 essay that argued for a so-called closed economy where              

resources remain in the economy (Allwood, 2014). In addition, CE has been tied to concepts               

such as industrial economy (Frosch, & Gallopoulos, 1989; Merli et al., 2018), ecological             

economics (Daly & Farley, 2004) and cradle to cradle (McDonough & Braungart, 2002),             

highlighting not only its many applications, but equally the contradictions presented by the             

literature surrounding its origin. As there is no original theory on CE, numerous definitions of               
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circular economy prevail; in fact, Kirchherr et al. (2017) have compiled and coded 114              

definitions in an analysis of CE, which proves the vast amount of inputs. In order to limit the                  

scope, this part of the review will cover four different perspectives of CE from various               

authors. In the practitioner section, four additional definitions will be presented. 

Di Maio and Rem (2015: 1097) define CE as “an industrial model that decouples economic               

growth from material input”, whereas Murray et al. (2017: 25) term it “an economic model               

wherein planning, resourcing, procurement, production and reprocessing are designed and          

managed, as both process and output, to maximize ecosystem functioning and human            

well-being”. Murray et al. (2017) describe the linear business model as one where production              

converts natural resources into waste. Contrarily, CE replaces ‘take, make, dispose’ with a             

‘take, make, take, make’ approach, i.e. it restores damage caused by production while trying              

to minimize waste (Murray et al., 2017). Contrarily, Velte et al. (2018) refrain from              

formulating or choosing a definition, as they believe there are too many pre existing ones to                

create a single subsuming definition. Instead, they articulate the tensions between generic            

definitions and individual approaches to practical implementation. They do however cover           

key aspects of circular economy, which can be summarized as an economic model designed              

to add value through waste-minimization. Although the definitions slightly vary, it is largely             

agreed that the idea stems from a counter reaction to the classical, linear economic model.               

Hislop and Hill (2011) position themselves as opponents to an “overwhelmingly ‘linear’            

economy, with its current problems and future risks” (p. 3), which Velte et al. (2018)               

describes this as being based on a ‘Take, make, dispose’ approach.  

Several authors suggest that key aspect of CE is a waste minimization business model design               

(Murray et al., 2017; Hislop & Hill, 2011; Velte et al., 2018). Hislop and Hill (2011) further                 

underline the importance of addressing the supply chain and consumer convenience to ease             

recycling and remanufacturing. 

Business model design is not the only approach to minimizing waste, which is evident as               

another similarity in the literature, as a common understanding of CE is adding emphasis to               

the word circular – or cycle. The literature indicates that waste minimization through             

recycling is a key aspect of circular economy (Di Maio & Rem, 2015; Murray et al., 2017). A                  

further similarity is the emphasis on added value through CE. Di Maio and Rem (2015) state                
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that added-value is a result of CE because resources are kept within the economy, since               

recycling allows previously used products to be reused, and thus generate more value than if               

the product had been disposed of.  

Several authors describe circular economy as consisting of two cycles: 1) the biological,             

which focuses on the materials that cycle between production/consumption and the biosphere,            

and 2) the technical, which are high-value materials that cycle without losing value; rather, it               

is enhanced or as a minimum preserved (Murray et al., 2017). However, as only the latter                

perspective has been employed in this thesis, the distinction between the two cycles has              

deliberately been excluded from this literature review. 

The below table sums up the findings from the literature. Within the scope of the reviewed                

works, we have identified recurrent themes that we consider main aspects in circular             

economy literature. The table illustrates overlaps and splits in existing the literature            

formulated as key words. 

Authors/Focus Recycle 
Added 
value 

Waste-minimi
zation Design 

Economic 
model Eco-system 

Di Maio and Rem x x  x x  

Murray et al. x  x x x x 

Hislop and Hill x  x x x  

Velte et al.  x x x x  

 

The table depicts how the terms ‘design’ and ‘economic model’ appear in every piece of the                

literature, while ‘recycle’ and ‘waste-minimization’ are often mentioned as well, while           

ecosystem and added-value appear less frequently in the literature within our scope. This             

table will be replicated in the practitioner section, to facilitate a comparison. Therefore, more              

comments will be attached to this table later. 

While the above section has focused on laying out key attributes of CE, little focus has been                 

granted critical viewpoints of the concept. Therefore, the following section will be devoted to              

briefly present main critiques disputing the seemingly idyllic picture painted above.  
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Critique  

However, even scanning for critique, the picture seems rather idyllic, as the literature is              

largely uncritical, which ironically is also the main point of those scholars who do take a                

critical stance to the concept, i.e. the main critique of CE is that there is no critique                 

(Valenzuela & Böhm, 2017; Gregson et al., 2015). However, some scholars have provided             

concrete examples, including the vagueness of CE literature that provides little to none             

strategic guidelines for implementation (Lieder & Rashid, 2016), and the blurriness created            

by the many definitions (Murray et al., 2017; Lieder & Rashid, 2016). CE is further criticized                

for being descriptive and normative (Gregson et al., 2015), representing ideas and ideals             

rather than accurate representations of reality (Murray et al., 2017). Moreover, scholars            

criticize the uncritical discourse for neglecting planned obsolescence (Valenzuela & Böhm,           

2017) and unintended consequences of CE, such as the fact that products designed to last               

consume more energy during production, and thus become ecologically inefficient (Murray et            

al., 2017). Murray et al. (2017) further disputes the practicality of a perfect economic circle,               

and the neglect of the social aspect of sustainability in CE, as they argue that sustainability                

consists of three pillars, where only two, environment and economy, are represented in CE.              

Lastly, a controversial point is raised by Bjørn and Hauschild (2011), who argue that a fully                

circular economy – if possible – may not be desirable. Using solar energy facilities as an                

example, they state that establishing the facility requires more resources than it can             

reproduce in energy, making it increase resource scarcity, rather than decrease it.  

Merging the literature covered in the above sections reveals several contradictions, which            

merely contributes to the vagueness and confusion surrounding CE. The following section            

therefore attempts to tease out these contradictions, at the very least to create an overview of                

the inconsistencies pervading the literature in order to decrease the ambiguity that would             

otherwise affect the application of the literature in the following chapters of the thesis. 
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Contradictions in the literature 

As previously covered, scholars disagree about the origin of CE, which explains the slight              

disagreements in definitions as well, because working from different roots likely affect how             

CE is perceived in detail; hence, details of definitions vary. However, the contradictions             

include whether it is even possible to define CE, which Velte et al. (2018) dispute, while                

other scholars state that there are many definitions of CE, yet no commonly accepted one               

(Lieder & Rashid, 2016; Kirchherr et al., 2017).  

Merli et al. (2018) criticize CE literature for neglecting ‘slowed loop strategies’ such as the               

sharing economy, product life extension and collaborative consumption, as these require a            

different CE tactic than the ‘closed loop’ tactics that are addressed in the existing literature.               

However, during the review, we found an often-cited piece by Bocken et al. (2016) that               

addresses this issue by presenting several approaches to slowing the loop; the focus is              

especially on extending the lifetime of products. In their article, Lieder and Rashid (2016)              

state that the economic benefits of CE are missing from the concepts, however this statement               

contradicts every other piece of literature in this research. Nevertheless, the fact that the              

discussion revolves primarily around environment, supports the argument presented by          

Murray et al. (2017), who criticize the neglect of social sustainability in CE. Further, the               

degree to which circularity is possible differs in the literature, as some, e.g. Lieder and               

Rashid (2016) argue that the ultimate goal of CE is a fully regenerative economy, which other                

scholars argue is non-achievable by nature, as some materials cannot be recovered (Bjørn &              

Hauschild, 2011). 

While the academic literature proves to enclose numerous contradictions, the merge of            

academic and practitioner literature presents even more of these. Before covering this, the             

practitioner literature will be covered in a similar manner as above. Firstly, the definitions              

proposed by practitioners will be laid out, resulting in a definitions-table based on the one               

from the academic literature. Secondly, literature presented only by practitioners will be            

covered; this includes business cases, case studies and business models, as these play a              

prominent role in the practitioner literature. The section will end with covering            

contradictions, which facilitates a comparison of the two branches of the literature.  
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Practitioner perspective 

What is Circular Economy? 

Like the academic literature, the practitioners propose several definitions of CE. The Ellen             

MacArthur Foundation, who are considered pioneers within CE, define circular economy as            

being “restorative and regenerative by design. Relying on system-wide innovation, it aims to             

redefine products and services to design waste out, while minimising negative impacts”            

(“What is a Circular Economy?”, 2017: n. p.), adding that CE supports a triple bottom line, as                 

it “builds economic, natural and social capital” (“What is a Circular Economy?”, 2017: n.p.).              

Leaning against all of the above, the Aldersgate Group state that “The circular economy is a               

generic term for an industrial economy that, by design or intention, is restorative and              

eliminates waste” (“Resilience in the Round”, 2012: 5). Accenture’s 2016 report on circular             

business models for managing WEEE highlights the previously mentioned ‘take, make, take            

make’ definition, while the European Commission define state that “In a circular economy,             

the value of products and materials is maintained for as long as possible. Waste and resource                

use are minimised, and when a product reaches the end of its life, it is used again to create                   

further value” (“Circular Economy”, 2018: n.p.). 

Waste minimization recurs in all of the definitions, e.g. the Aldersgate Group, who state that               

“Designing restorative economic models that eliminates waste by intention is the underlying            

philosophy of the circular economy and often represents the greatest opportunity for value             

creation” (“Resilience in the Round”, 2012: 10). Additionally, all of the practitioners in this              

review touch upon the notion of added-value through CE.  

In sum, the definitions can be illustrated as in the table below:  

Authors/Focus Recycle 
Added 
value 

Waste-minimiz
ation Design 

Economic 
model Eco-system 

Ellen MacArthur 
Foundation x x x x x x 

Aldersgate x x x x x x 

Accenture x x x x x  
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European 
Commision x x x x x  

 

This table depicts the clear patterns in the definitions of the practitioners, who all mention               

recycling and waste-minimization, however mostly emphasizing economic model, design and          

added-value. This further rejects the reason for a section on contradictions in the literature, as               

these are practically non-existing. However, given that these actors are, directly and            

indirectly, trying to ‘sell’ the concept of CE, it makes sense that they highlight the economic                

aspects, which explains the focus of these definitions.  

That the practitioners are ‘selling’ CE is not only apparent in the definitions, as a large                

section of the literature presented by practitioners revolves around business cases and case             

studies. The following section will cover these, and conclude with a critique of these –               

primarily based on our own reservations, as it will turn out that the literature refrains               

completely from criticizing this aspect. 

  

Business cases and case studies 

This section will briefly go over published business cases for CE before examining case              

studies published by different practitioners. The goal is to investigate results of            

implementations, uncover patterns and see whether they are consistent with the theoretical            

findings above. As with the theoretical work on CE, the case study literature spans across a                

vast amount of topics that go far beyond the scope of this paper. For this review, we will limit                   

the focus to topics related to our problem formulation in order to remain on track. 

Being an economic model, arguments for circular economy are often backed by a business              

case. Several of practitioners mentioned in the above section have made these as well. For               

instance, the Ellen MacArthur Foundation and McKinsey report from 2012 suggests that            

between $340 billion and $630 billion can be saved in cost in Europe per annum by 2025                 

(Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2012 as cited in “Resilience in the Round”, 2012).            

Accenture’s business case revolves around wastes – wasted resources, capacity, embedded           
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value and lifecycles – and they find that globally, these wastes amounts to $4.5 trillion by                

2030 (“Circular business models for WEEE”, 2016). Additionally, the European Union has            

created a business case which determined that improving resource efficiency has the potential             

to reduce the material inputs needs by 17% - 24% by 2032, which amounts to €630 billion                 

per year for European industry (“Towards a circular economy”, 2014). This number is rather              

large compared to the one stated by the Ellen MacArthur Foundation and McKinsey – in               

comparison, €630 billion is equivalent to $730 billion, and thus there is an approximate $100               

billion difference in the business cases. However, it is worth noting that Ellen MacArthur              

Foundation and McKinsey have calculated their numbers for 2025, and the EU for 2032,              

which might explain the significant difference. Additionally, in terms of jobs, the European             

Commission states that the Circular Economy EU potential totals to more than 180,000 jobs              

by 2030, and that the EU waste legislation creates an additional 400,000 jobs in the EU as                 

well (“Towards a circular economy”, 2014).  

Besides business cases, several practitioners have designed case studies as well. Again, an             

often cited source is the Ellen MacArthur Foundation, whose website contains more than 70              

case studies (“Case Studies”, n.d.). An example is the case of eStocks, a Brazilian company               

that refurbish and resell flawed cell phones that would otherwise be returned to the              

manufacturer to be tossed. By refurbishing the products, eStocks generate six times more             

value than if they were recycled, which has resulted in an annual revenue of $160 thousand                

(eStocks, 2017). This example relates to the definition from the theoretical review, as the              

business model builds upon concepts including added-value, recycling and         

waste-minimization.  

Apart from how the case studies often can be divided into themes such as design, recycling,                

remanufacturing and consumption, another, more broad divide is evident between micro- and            

macro implementations. For example, the European Union provides a macro top-down           

approach, as they have resorted to legislative measures on waste (“Circular Economy: New             

rules”, 2018), yet their currently published case studies are based on bottom-up approaches             

from organizations applying EU’s Eco-Management and Audit Scheme (EMAS). The three           

case studies presented in their report are based on CE in 1) SMEs, 2) large private                

organizations, and 3) public organizations that all implement a comprehensive CE strategy            
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that goes beyond just one of the above mentioned themes, such as recycling or waste               

minimization (“Moving towards a circular economy with EMAS”, 2017).  

The European Union have appointed a council under the Horizon 2020 programme called the              

European Remanufacturing Network, and their website lists 14 case studies on electronic and             

electrical equipment alone. They have an additional nine categories of remanufacturing case            

studies (“Case Study Tool”, n.d.). As this thesis deals with electronic goods, we have              

primarily reviewed this category of the case studies available from the European            

Remanufacturing Network. Especially the printing industry and 3rd party retailers, whose           

business model is refurbing and re-selling used electronics, are prominent actors within this             

category. An example is the third part retailer, Inrego, that buys used IT products, refurbishes               

it and then resells or leases it. The case study indirectly covers the triple bottom line that the                  

theoretical CE literature emphasized, as they satisfy their economic bottom line through this             

business model; Inrego has annual turnover of SEK 230 million, corresponding to almost $26              

million. The environmental bottom line is met through the 2800 tons CO2-equivalent            

emissions saved by refurbishing rather than manufacturing new products. Socially, Inrego           

satisfies the bottom line as municipalities can buy professional IT-equipment at half the price              

of new products; i.e. they enable education. Around 700 schools utilized reconditioned            

computers through Inrego in 2014 (Inrego, 2015). Naturally, these case studies are carefully             

selected – it cannot be neglected that they are found on websites of organizations that               

promote CE, and that painting a glossy picture of implementing it might be part of a                

self-promotion as well. As mentioned, no critical business case or case study has been              

uncovered, which leaves the literature review rather un-nuanced. Therefore, the following           

subsection will present points from the above section that are worth critiquing along with our               

own reservations towards the business cases.  

 

Critique  

Firstly, none of the EU case studies of successful implementations of CE are backed with cost                

reductions or increased profits as the business cases have suggested exist. In line with this,               

although the themes from the theoretical review recur in the vast majority of case studies,               
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most of the cases available through the Ellen MacArthur case study database (“Case Studies”,              

n.d.) and do not reveal the actual revenue of the case companies, which makes it impossible                

to review whether CE implementation is profitable in general.  

A truly surprising finding is that no actual business cases against CE has been uncovered               

doing our research, which is in line with the rather uncritical view that was equally presented                

in the academics section. However, the fact that the business cases that, with no exception,               

present overpowering economic benefits of implementing CE, have received no critique in            

the literature has left us puzzled.  

In none of the business cases has it been disclosed how the suggested amounts have been                

calculated, which makes it difficult to estimate the reliability and validity of the numbers.              

Adding to that, the fact that the amounts vary quite a lot arguably discredits them. However,                

it may be a deliberate choice of the authors, as the reader is not only incapable of validating                  

the numbers, but also invalidating them. With that, leaving the reader in uncertainty may be a                

way of avoiding critique and thus explain this gap in the literature. However, this argument               

can neither be confirmed nor denied with the information available to us.  

Although the practitioners do not disclose the calculations behind their business cases, they             

do state that they build on circular business models, primarily presented by themselves in              

their reports. The following section will cover these. 

  

Business models 

It is persistent theme by now: there is no one recognized business model for implementing               

CE; instead, multiple authors have offered their idea, leaving organizations with an            

incalculable amount of business models and frameworks to work from. The following section             

will cover a variety of methods for implementing CE in practice, as it reviews the literature                

on CE business models. With a comparative approach, this part of the review seeks to               

identify patterns and dissimilarities in the CE business model literature.  

The UK Waste and Resources Action Programme (WRAP) have identified ten business            

models (“Innovative Business Models Map”, 2016), seven of which suit CE implementation.            
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The European Commission refer to these when arguing that innovative business models are             

an example of best practice within CE (“Moving towards a circular economy with EMAS”,              

2017). The first business model presented is a Product Service System that offers a mix of                

products and services; i.e. organizations do not own the product, but has accessibility to its               

functions. It typically includes a “pay-per-use” approach, such as with Xerox who offer a              

service where companies can pay for the number of papers they print, instead of selling the                

actual printer hardware. This extends the service life of the printer (“Innovative Business             

Models Map”, 2016). This model is identical to the one that both Accenture (“Circular              

Advantage”, 2014) and Ellen MacArthur Foundation (“Circular business models”, 2017)          

refer to as “Product as a service”, which Accenture highlight for its resource efficiency              

through the entire life cycle (“Circular business models for WEEE”, 2016). None of the              

authors describe the practical part of changing the mindset in organizations from “owning a              

product” to “subscribing to a service”, however both WRAP and Ellen MacArthur            

Foundation provide examples of how the model has been implemented, suggesting that this             

potential challenge has been tackled.  

Dematerialized service models provide a service instead of a product, which disrupts the             

industry, as the physical products are intended to seize to exist in the end. Examples are                

Cloud-storage instead of hardware, or Netflix instead of DVD’s (“Innovative Business           

Models Map”, 2016). Although this is arguably a very relevant business model, as it              

addresses current technological solutions, neither Accenture nor Ellen MacArthur Foundation          

have a business model corresponding to this. As this was a surprising find, a deeper               

examination of the organizations was put in motion. This proved that Accenture and Ellen              

MacArthur Foundation do not regard dematerialization as a business model, but rather as an              

integrated part of CE evolution. Dematerialization is thus found as an aspect of Accenture’s              

Circular Supply-Chain business model, which is termed Circular supplies by Ellen           

MacArthur Foundation. This model entails creating completely renewable, recyclable or          

biodegradable materials (“Waste to Wealth”, 2015). Neither of the organizations go further in             

to depth in explaining how, however multiple scholars provide deeper explanation of the term              

and its implementation processes (e.g. Krikke et al., 2005; Canning, 2006). 
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Another business model only presented by WRAP is the Hire and leasing model that offers               

the option of leasing instead of owning. The aim is to increase the service life and minimize                 

material use and waste. An example is the jeans company, MudJeans, which lease jeans for a                

year or longer before taking them back and redistributing them to a new user (“Innovative               

Business Models Map”, 2016). This model can, however, be argued to be a subcategory of               

the product as service business models, especially given that Accenture use the term ‘lease’              

when explaining the model (“Waste to Wealth”, 2015).  

Collaborative consumption models enable swapping and renting products between members          

of the public or between businesses, the classic example being Airbnb (“Innovative Business             

Models Map”, 2016). Although it is not mentioned in words by WRAP, this business models               

closely resembles sharing economy concepts, which are equally recurrent in both Accenture’s            

and Ellen MacArthur Foundation’s circular business models, termed Sharing Platforms          

(“Circular business models”, 2017; “Circular business models for WEEE”, 2016).  

Incentivized return & re-use models encourage customers to return used items in exchange             

for money. The returned products are then reused directly, or refurbished and re-sold             

(“Innovative Business Models Map”, 2016). An example is the Danish deposit on returnable             

bottles. The Ellen MacArthur Foundation refer to this business model as the Sell and              

buy-back model where products are sold with the intention of them being returned or              

repurchased after some time (“Circular business models”, 2017). Of Accenture’s five           

business models, none directly relates to this. They do however encourage a model of              

Recovery & Recycling which is based on reviving waste for a new purpose – this being                

valuable spare parts, materials or energy that are either sorted out during production or from               

end-of-life products (“Waste to Wealth”, 2015). The Ellen MacArthur Foundation work with            

an identical model referred to as recovering and reusing by-products or spare parts             

(“Circular business models”, 2017). A similar model is identified in WRAP, as their             

Collection of used products models are based on a service provider to collect and redistribute               

products. An example that employs this business model is Refurbiz, who collect, refurbish             

and resell used white goods (“Innovative Business Models Map”, 2016). This model differs             

from the other two, as it is based on a separated service-provider managing both the               

collection, refurbishing and redistribution of the goods, while the other two have an internal              
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perspective; i.e. companies are to utilize their own resources to their optimal potential. The              

Ellen MacArthur Foundation provide two business models that together serve the same            

purpose as WRAP’s: the recovery provider model and the refurbish and maintain model             

(“Circular business models”, 2017). 

The word ‘maintain’ reappears in a business model covered by all three practitioners, namely              

WRAP’s long life models (“Innovative Business Models Map”, 2016), Accenture’s product           

life extension (“Waste to Wealth”, 2015) and Ellen MacArthur Foundation’s lifetime           

extension model. All relate to the previously mentioned slowed loop theory (Bocken et al.,              

2016) and aim to design products to last for a long time with the purpose of increased                 

durability and reduced consumption. An example is Patagonia, whose products are designed            

to last, and if they do not, Patagonia offer repairs (“Innovative Business Models Map”, 2016).  

The business model review proves many similarities in practical, strategic implementations of            

CE, which has been argued to be missing in the academic branch of CE literature. This serves                 

as merely one of many examples of contradictions in the uniting of the two branches, which                

will be further unfolded below.  

 

Merging the literature 

Definitions 

Combined, the two tables from the above sections of definitions portray this:  

Authors/Focus Recycle 

Added 

value 

Waste-minimi

zation Design 

Economic 

model Eco-system 

Di Maio and Rem x x  x x  

Murray et al. x  x x x x 

Hislop and Hill x  x x x  

Velte et al.   x x x x   
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Ellen MacArthur 

Foundation 
x  x x x x 

Aldersgate  x  x x x 

Accenture x x x x x  

European 

Commision 
 x x x x  

 

The table depicts how terms such as ‘design’ and ‘economic model’ recur in all of the                

literature, while ‘eco-system’ appears less frequently. ‘Recycle’, ‘waste-minimization’, and         

‘added value’ are used repeatedly as well. For the sake of the thesis, we will propose a                 

definition that includes the most frequent keywords: 

 “Circular economy is an economic model that seeks to add value through            

business model (re)design aimed at keeping resources within the economy. This           

typically includes initiatives towards waste minimization and improved        

recycling potential” 

Throughout the thesis, this is the definition that applies when referencing circular economy.  

In line with this, Kirchherr et al. (2017) analysis of 114 definitions of CE measured how often                 

the words ‘reduction’, ‘reuse’, ‘recycling’ and ‘recovery’ were used, and found that the most              

common word is recycle. In addition to this, they state that the use these words has decreased                 

in works published after 2012, except for ‘reuse’, which has increased significantly            

(Kirchherr et al., 2017). 

Kalmykova et al. (2018) have created a database consisting of implementations of CE,             

partially based on case studies. They learned that the most often applied implementation             

involves recycling and recovery, which this case study review suggests as well. Further, this              

in accordance with Kirchherr et al. (2017) findings. In general, this review has found that               

matching the practical implementation of CE with the theoretical definitions is rather easy;             

patterns and topics recur in the literature, and the case studies embody the generic CE               

definition that we formulated. This suggests that the CE ideas are capable of being put into                
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operation and adds credibility and reliability to the theoretical work of both scholars and              

practitioners. Although, it is worth noting that the practitioners who have produced renowned             

theoretical literature are by large the same as the ones who have published case studies, those                

being primarily the Ellen MacArthur foundation, Accenture and the European Commission.  

Although patterns are disclosed, the combination of practitioner- and academic literature has            

shown a vast amount of contradictions. Some of these will be covered below, with the aim of                 

balancing out the findings above, underlining the ambiguities and inconsistencies in the two             

branches that continually trigger our confusion.  

 

Contradictions 

The contradictions in the origin of CE must be mentioned once again, as the literature does                

not merely disagree on which author first introduced the concept, but further which branch of               

the literature it stems from. Murray et al. (2017) credit it to have emerged from practice,                

while Merli et al. (2018) argue it stems from academia, beginning as a subsection of               

industrial ecology. The Ellen MacArthur Foundation, that are considered pioneers within CE,            

trace it back to seven schools of thought, including both academics and practitioners             

(“Schools of Thought”, 2017). In fact, the origin of this concept cannot be accredited as               

stemming from either academia or practice. Arguably, a likely explanation of this            

contradiction in the literature is that CE has evolved in both academia – as a subsection to                 

sustainability literature – and practice – as an adaptive tool to profit-optimization and             

legislation – over a number of years without being termed until recent years. Since both               

practitioners and scholars have contributed to the evolvement of CE, we believe it is              

important that both are represented in this review.  

Although the Ellen MacArthur Foundation is often referenced in the academic literature for             

their articles on schools of thoughts, their case studies are not applied in any of the literature                 

reviewed. This suggests that there is a gap in the literature between practitioners and scholars.               

Academics seem to neglect the influence that practitioners have had on the evolvement of              

CE, as they do not acknowledge the work of practitioners in their literature - which is                
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peculiar as it is otherwise widely accepted that circular economy cannot be traced back to a                

single starting point; neither from an academic school of thought nor a strategic practice.  

Another contradiction is presented by Merli et al. (2018), who have taken a critical stance to                

the CE literature, as they believe relatively little deals with a practical perspective of              

necessary organizational and cultural changes that must precede the implementation of CE            

business models. While this seems to be the case within the academic literature, much of the                

literature from practitioners address this. In their report, Accenture articulate this matter            

directly, as they develop five organizational capability shifts for companies that want to             

increase their ‘circular flow’ (“Circular business models for WEEE”, 2016). Similarly, the            

European Commission have compiled a report of best practices examples and case studies             

(“Moving towards a circular economy with EMAS”, 2017) and the Ellen MacArthur            

foundations have developed four building blocks for creating a circular business model, all             

with related case studies (“Building Blocks of a Circular Economy”, 2017).  

Several other contractions have emerged during this research, however the above are the most              

notably ones. The inconsistencies in the literature can be related back to the point of keeping                

it vague in order to diffuse critique; however, this may not be the case. The literature review                 

has attempted to tease out the inconsistencies that left us confused, yet still present them to                

the reader in order to give an accurate representation of the current literature. As no other                

review of the literature has aimed at doing this, we consider this our contribution to the                

current literature on circular economy.  

 

E-Waste Management 

The primary purpose of this section of the literature review is to examine the influence of                

e-waste on the economics, the society and the environment, and describing factors affecting             

the generation of electronic waste around the World. We will review how the literature ties               

circular economy and managing e-waste, and lastly we will review e-waste regulation and its              

effect on  the recycling market. 
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Overview and forecast 

When speaking about electrical and electronic waste (e-waste), or waste electrical and            

electronic equipment (WEEE), we are referring to the most common terms, which cover             

electrical and electronic equipment discarded as waste without intent of reuse (Kuehr, 2014).  

With technological advancements, industries have moved towards greater automation which          

has increased the usage of electronic equipment. Now electronic products have become            

common in the daily life of an average consumer and frequently used in manufacturing and               

other industries. E-waste differentiates itself from other waste categories by having a            

particularly high potential for recovery, as it contains valuable recyclable components such as             

gold, silver, platinum and rare earth elements (Bakhiyi et al., 2018) According to Namias              

(2013) electronic waste contains up to 60 metals and the recovery of these metals from               

e-waste could reduce the total global demand for new metal production to some extend.              

However, e-waste also contains high amounts of potentially toxic substances like mercury,            

lead and cadmium, and is hazardous when it gets improperly managed. Therefore e-waste can              

create and enormous negative impacts to human health and the environment.With the fast             

rising volumes of generated e-waste worldwide annually at 41.8 million metric tones MMT             

for 2014 or 5.9kg per inhabitant (Baldé et al., 2015; Cucchiella et al., 2016; Kuehr, 2016) safe                 

and smart management and proper recycling is crucial to preserve our ecosystem. According             

to Cucchiella et al. (2015) WEEE is the fastest rising waste stream with an annually estimated                

growth rate from 3-5%.  

In general, the development of advanced, faster and more reliable computing and processing             

technologies has led to a decreased product life cycle. This is driving consumers to purchase               

newer and more current technological products and discarding the outdated ones. This is             

effect is also called “planned obsolesce”, which refers to the continuing decrease of lifetime              

of electronic products as a result of rapid technological updates (Bakhiyi et al., 2018). In               

addition to that, drastic reduction in retail prices and strongly backed by marketing and              

advertising, electronic products are quickly perceived as outdated and undergoes premature           

equipment failure. New electronic products will soon substitute the current ones, which            

influences the collected volumes, the recycling processes and the type of the recovered             

materials. According to Singh et al. (2016), the vast majority of Cathode Ray Tubes (CRT)               
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screens are expected to be collected within the next 10 years and they will gradually decrease.                

By looking at the life expectancy, Kumar et al. (2017) suggest that all phones, laptops and                

desktops sold in 2014-2015, will contribute to the e-waste stream within four or five years.               

Also the authors conclude that more than 60% of the replaced CRT television sets were still                

functioning, but were replaced due to rapid change of technological advancement in            

Liquid-crystal display (LCD)- and Light-emitting diode (LED) electronics. 

Kumar et al. (2017) correlated e-waste data from 50 countries provided by Baldé et al. (2015)                

with gross domestic product (GDP) population data provided by the World Bank. Their             

research suggested, that a country with higher GDP is more likely to have a higher e-waste                

generation. But a country with larger population does not necessarily produce larger amounts             

of e-waste if the purchasing power and GDP is lower. 

With the rapidly increasing purchasing power of inhabitants in the developing countries, it is              

expected that the total e-waste generation for countries like Brazil, India and China will soon               

surpass the developed countries, and China is anticipated to generate just over 15 million tons               

of e-waste in 2020 and 28.4 million tons by 2030, making it a larger generator of e-waste                 

than the U.S. or the EU (Zeng et al., 2018). 

 

Current practices and legislation 

First of all, it is important to understand how the recycling process works: it starts with the                 

collection of e-waste, then pre-treatment followed by recovery of valuable materials and            

disposal of non-recyclable ones. Baldé et al. (2015) classified four current practices to deal              

with e-waste: 

1. Official take-back system: This is mostly observed in developed countries where e-waste             

is collected by municipal collection points, retailers or commercial pickup services, which            

send the collected e-waste  to further processing. 

2. Disposal with mixed residual waste: Here e-waste is disposed with the household waste              

that goes to landfills or incineration and has a very low chance of separation. This practice is                 
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mostly observed in developing countries. E-waste adds up to toxic leaching in a landfill or to                

harmful emissions in the air if e-waste is incinerated. For example, Widmer et al. (2005)               

stated that about 70% of the heavy metals in US landfills come from discarded e-waste.  

3. Collection outside official take-back systems: This practice takes place mostly in            

developed countries where individual waste deals or companies collect the e-waste and send             

it to proper recycling facilities or export the waste. To follow these issues, it is important to                 

see that 50-80% of the generated e-waste in developed countries is considered to be illegally               

exported to low- and middle income countries (Ghosh et al., 2016). According to Huisman et               

al. (2015) between 1.5 and 2 million metric tons of e-waste are exported illegally from the                

European Union to China each year, despite having banned the import of e-waste in China in                

2000. China received the biggest share of all illegal waste, but countries such as Thailand,               

Philippines, Vietnam, India, Nigeria and Ghana remain attractive destinations. In addition to            

that, Golev et al. (2016) suggested that the e-waste collection system in Australia and other               

developed countries does not allow feasible material recovery within domestic borders, which            

results in massive illegal exports of e-waste for end-processing to the developing countries             

mentioned above.  

4. Informal collections and recycling in developing countries: This practice is mostly            

observed in developing countries, where self-employed people collect and recycle e-waste.           

Informal recycling use larger labor force and low-level technology, where private individuals            

generate a low level of income and cause severe damage to the environment and human               

health by dumping e-waste in landfills and by incineration.  

Legislation is in place to develop and practice efficient and sustainable e-waste collection and              

recycling but sometimes it is not enforced or loopholes make it inefficient. In 2002 the               

European Union Waste of Electrical and Electronic Equipment (EU WEEE) directives led to             

the development of the extended producer responsibility (EPR) scheme to develop and to             

manage end of life electronics (WEEE Directive, 2002). At most locations where e-waste             

management programs have been established, management of the discarded products occurs           

by placing the responsibility to manufactures. This should create an incentive for the             

producers to phase out environmental damages in the design stage, because they have to pay               

the collection and recycling costs of it. However, the product designers and manufacturers             
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need to be provided with clear regulations and requirements to improve the product design              

towards facilitating product disassembly. 

EU recycling targets have changed from a fixed amount per inhabitant of 4 kg to a collection                 

target of 45% of the amount of electronics, which were put on the market. This year this goal                  

will increase to 65% of electronics or 85% of the e-waste in Europe. The former 10 categories                 

will be revised and the six new created categories will apply to all electronic products and not                 

to the ones, which were covered by the 10 old categories (WEEE Directive, 2012). So this                

step goes in the right direction to adapt to a fast changing consumer behavior and demand of                 

new electronics, which were not covered by the old categories established at the beginning of               

2003. The EU thus make it difficult to exclude any e-waste from the directives. This maybe a                 

breakthrough by using the new legislation for the collection, but still the index focuses on the                

recycling rate, i.e only the mass which does not represent the value and impact of the                

materials used and therefore need to be revised by moving towards a circular economy scope. 

Further, the Restriction of Hazardous Substances Directive (RoHS) was developed and           

through their enforcement it forced the manufacturers and distributors to redesign their            

products and use alternative materials (RoHS Directive, 2002). For example, silver in            

soldering was restricted which may be a reason why the demand for silver for manufacturing               

electronic products was reduced after 2011 (Tansel, 2017).  

At a global context in 1992, the Basel convention was designed by the United Nations               

Environment Program (UNEP), which control and prohibits the transboundary movement of           

hazardous wastes. Several countries like Australia, Japan and China have their own            

legislation, which try to tackle e-waste management (Bakhiyi et al., 2018).  

 

Applied example of the Danish Producer Responsibility (DPA) legislation  

As described earlier, the WEEE Directive acts as a framework for European countries. For              

Denmark, the waste management system was researched by Clemente et al. (2012) and they              

created a model to calculate the costs for e-waste in Denmark. As explained before, the               

current system in Denmark neglects to hold producers responsible for the cost associated with              
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these collections. In Denmark a large amount of products is collected and therefore the              

handling costs are too high to be placed on individual municipalities. The authors estimated              

the annual cost for Denmark as a whole to be approximately 68.2 million DKK. They               

obtained this result by dividing the total cost of collecting e-waste for all the places they                

survey by their number of inhabitants to get the cost per inhabitant, which is 12.4 DKK and                 

multiplied this by the 5.5 million inhabitants of Denmark. They also calculated the average              

cost of collecting e-waste by dividing the total costs by the collected WEEE amounts and so                

their estimation for the average costs was 909 DKK/ton throughout the country. 

 

Benefits of recycling e-waste 

Economic benefits of recycling 

“Europe has the world’s highest net imports of resources per person, and its open economy               

relies heavily on imported energy and raw materials” (Di Maio et al., 2017: 1097). Therefore               

the secure access to resources became an increasingly strategic economic issue. In the recent              

past, possible negative social and environmental impacts, especially in third World countries,            

became an additional concern.  

Gordon et al. (2006) estimated that ≈ 200 kg of copper per capita is needed to supply services                  

by the residents of wealthy nations with their current technology. So will be there enough               

resources for countries like China or South Africa to catch up? They would have to increase                

their urban per-capita copper usage by 7-8 times to achieve the same level of services as the                 

developed countries if they use the existing technology. The authors found three ways to deal               

with this issue: better product design with more efficient metal use, and the substitution of               

more abundant materials for copper and designing products for more efficient recycling.            

According to Tansel (2017) currently 97% of the World’s rare earth ores, which are used for                

commercial production, are located in China. Due to its own demand and rapid growth, China               

imposed 2011 strict quotas on the export of these ores, where the reduction of the exported                

amounts resulted in major price increases in less then six months (e.g. the price of terbium                

increased from 600$ per kg to 5300$ per kg in less than one year). These rare earth elements                  
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pose the highest importance for high tech industries, especially for clean energy production.             

For example the neodymium magnets used in electronic components constitute about 20% of             

the total demand of rare earth elements (Tansel, 2017). 

According to Di Maio et al. (2017), in 2013 a total of 8.0 billion tons of materials were used                   

by the European Union economy to create goods and services. In terms of value, these               

amounts are about 560 billion euros, where only the value of the virgin materials is displayed                

not manufactured as a part or component. Cucchiella et al. (2015) predict potential revenues              

coming from recycling of e-waste from 2.15 billion euro at the “is” scenario in 2014, to 3.67                 

billion euro in the “to be” scenario for 2020 in the European market. For the international                

market, Baldé et al. (2015) estimated that there is a value of e-waste of 48 billion euro (see                  

Table 5). Contrary to all the potential value of e-waste recycling, only 15% of the global                

e-waste is fully recycled (Baldé et al., 2015; Heacock et al., 2016). 

Material Amount (kg) Value (million Euros) 

Iron/steel 16,500 9000 

Copper 1900 10,600 

Aluminum  220 3200 

Gold 0.3 10,400 

Silver 1.0 580 

Palladium 0.1 1800 

Plastics 8600 12,300 

Table 5, according to (Baldé et al., 2015) 

Bringing the data from Baldé et al. (2015) in context, the question arises, how it is possible                 

that such values (85% or estimated to be 40,8 billion euros) do not attract exploration and                

proper recycling? First of all, the Printed Circuit Board (PCB) represents the most valuable              

part of electronic waste, accounting for over 40% of the total e-waste metal value. According               
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to Cucchiella et al. (2015) notebooks, tablets and smartphones are the most valuable             

categories in the e-waste stream due their high concentration of precious and critical             

elements. From an overall point of view, gold is the material determining more than half of                

the potential revenues of all the e-waste categories. More than 80% of gold and              

platinum-group metals (PGM) and over 70% of silver are locked in screens, monitors and              

small equipment (Kumar et al., 2017). Therefore the authors concluded that the potential             

revenue from PCBs is 21.200 USD per ton. Cucchiella et al. (2016) estimated values for the                

EU-28 PCB recycling market from 2.4 billion euro up to 4.79 billion euro as minimum values                

for 2013 as a baseline scenario. As a future trend in 2030, they predict values from 3.97                 

billion euro as minimum and 7.92 billion euro as maximum value. Their research clearly              

shows that e-waste is one of the most important sources of secondary raw materials and               

demonstrated the economic potential of it. In contrast to that, studies from Lèbre and Corder               

(2015) have shown that global or grades are declining and mines are forced to excavate more                

complex and fine-grained deposits to meet the global metal demand. At the same time,              

several studies showed that the concentration of metal in the e-waste stream is significantly              

higher than in conventional mines. If you assume a 100% recovery from ore and old mobile                

phones, the amount of mine ore that needs to be processed is 10-160 times higher than in                 

mobile phones to get the same amount of metals (Kumar et al., 2017).  

A recent study from Zeng et al. (2018) showed that virgin mining will be around 13-fold of                 

cost for CRT recycling and 7-fold of PCBs recycling. Therefore, the total economics of urban               

mining for some of the metals emerge as superior to those of virgin mining. And it is                 

expected that the costs will decline because of the learning/experience curve of the recycling              

process. But the authors also highlight that without the subsidy from the Chinese             

Government, the mining of metals from e-waste would not be as attractive.  

Another economic impact of recycling is the job generation in the e-waste sector. According              

to Heacock et al. (2016) in Guiyu, China’s informal e-waste recycling provided 100.000 jobs.              

To deal with the future generated e-waste in China, from 2020 to 2030, 300-600 new               

treatment facilities have to be developed, which can potentially provide jobs to 30.000 people              

(Zeng et al., 2016). In addition to the recycling scenario, the Electronic TakeBack Coalition              

(2014) showed that the reuse scenario for every 10.000 ton of material disposed, 298 more               
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jobs could be created each year. But according to Zeng et al. (2018), reuse of components and                 

products is not desirable owing to the economic and cultural factors. Additionally, recycling             

whole products or components is not feasible, since they can be damaged in the process of                

disposal and are quickly outdated. Therefore the only attractive opportunity is so-called urban             

mining, which is the recovery of valuable metals, like gold copper and so on from the e-waste                 

streams. A factor, which is working against the argument of job creation, is the increasing               

labor costs in recycling countries. It might be argued that urban mining is more              

labor-intensive than virgin mining, and when the total labor costs rise the costs of urban               

mining would also rise proportionately. This effect might be neglected a bit through to the               

improvements in recycling efficiency through the learning curve effects and progressive           

automation of demanufacturing of e-waste materials. All in all Zeng et al. (2018) observed,              

that costs of urban mining are falling in the biggest recycling country, China. 

 

Environmental benefits 

Recycling of e-waste plays a key role in environmental protection by keeping hazardous             

waste out of landfills and reducing the risks associated with disposal. The disposal of the               

chemicals and metals linked to e-waste by landfill or by incineration produce harmful effects              

to the environment. Even well-controlled and regulated landfills or incinerations might           

provide a temporary solution to that global problem. But as a long term solution for countries                

with scarce land masses and scarce resources, like in the EU and Japan, it reduces the                

possibility of the vital resource recovery for their industries. When for example, copper from              

e-waste is landfilled and diluted with other waste, future recovery is unlikely unless             

technologies are improved to separate metals from mixed and organic waste (Gordon et al.,              

2006). Also by assuming that high value inputs like a kilogram gold has an higher               

environmental and social impact than a kilogram of clay. That is why e-waste recycling will               

reduce the global demand for new metal production with all its linked negative externalities              

and therefore helps to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. According to the Electronic            

TakeBack Coalition (2014) it takes around 240 kg fossil fuels, 22 kg of chemicals and 1.5 t of                  

water to produce one computer with a monitor. For example recycling of 10 kg aluminium               

provides a 90% energy saving and prevents the creation of 13 kg bauxite residue, 20 kg or                 
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CO2 gas and 0.11 kg of SO2 gas (Electronic TakeBack Coalition, 2014). So recycling metals               

from e-waste provide significant energy savings to virgin materials, which has a direct impact              

on greenhouse gas emission due to less new metal production (see Table 6). 

Materials Energy saving (%) 

Aluminum 95 

Copper 85 

Iron and steel 74 

Lead 65 

Zinc 60 

Paper 64 

Plastics  > 80 

Table 6, according to (Cui & Forssberg, 2003) 

 

Public health and safety benefits 

When e-waste is handled unsafely and processed in developing countries, human health risks             

and environmental damage occurs. Studies have shown the magnitude of this negative effects             

mostly vulnerable populations not only workers in the informal sector, but also children and              

pregnant woman. So e-waste has become an emerging health risk for critical exposed             

populations in developing countries (Bakhiyi et al., 2018) because numerous e-waste           

products still contain hazardous components that have been banned or restricted in several             

countries (Baldé et al., 2015; Bakhiyi et al., 2018). The workers involved in the informal               

sector face additional so called “take-home exposure”, because they most of the time live              

close or even within the recycling sites. Tissue samples from residents living near the e-waste               

processing areas and workers at the e-waste recycling facilities show very high levels of              
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pollutants with e-waste (Tansel, 2017). Chemical use practices at unregulated e-waste           

recycling operations can contaminate plants, soils and groundwater samples with significant           

heavy metal concentrations. And because of the toxic exposure and damage, is is expected              

that even after the closure or upgrading e-waste recycling sites to more regulated ones, the               

pollution is still existent. Therefore a formal approach is needed and informal practices like              

open burning of cables has to be prevented to stop toxic materials to enter the air soil and                  

water and accumulate there, which will pose a threat to the population of developing              

countries. 

  

Gaps, issues and challenges of e-waste management 

In this part we present the issues we found in the literature review on e-waste management.                

The most contradictory points or paradoxes in e-waste management can be clustered in three              

sections. First the legislation or legal framework, second the estimation of data and third the               

actual collection and recycling processes. Within the legal framework we look at a new              

approach to stress the current legislation and introduce an idea towards a legislation which              

can enable the circular economy.  

 

Legal Framework 

A gap in the before mentioned EU legislation is that the recycling targets of e-waste do not                 

promote the recovery of metals present in minor amounts (Van Eygen et al., 2016).              

According to the literature, Europe has the best e-waste legislation in place, but according to               

Di Maio and Rem (2015) the framework has to be modified, so that not only the volumes                 

become the main target, but also the recovery of the metals in e-waste. By setting the right                 

incentives from a legal perspective the economics of e-waste recycling can change, which is              

probsttated as ably the biggest driver until to date of collection and recycling of old               

electronics. Also legislation for prevention of improper exports of e-waste has to be revised.              

One effective solution could be to make recyclable resources legal waste when they have a               
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negative value and fall under the condition of being processed domestically based on the              

estimated value.  

One challenge is finding the right index to create a proper legal framework. One approach               

towards a circular economy and torwars tackling the current issue in the EU legislation is to                

introduce a new index and moving away from the recycling rate. Therefore the current gaps               

in the legislation can maybe be closed by challenging the current system and moving to a                

circular economy. The following part describes two ideas to do that and challenge the current               

index which are promoted by the european legislation.  

 

Recycling Rate vs. Circular Economy Index (CEI) 

This section will be based on Di Maio and Rem’s (2015) theory of a Circular Economy                

Index, or CEI. Unless otherwise stated, this is the article we will be referencing. This section                

will thus try to present the authors’ idea from their perspective. The CEI will be discussed                

from our point of view in the discussion part, where we apply it to our empirical data.  

The key performance indicator the policymakers use is the recycling rate, which measures the              

amounts of material that enters the recycling facilities. According to Di Maio and Rem this               

KPI is inefficient and does not stimulate the recycling industry, which plays an important role               

in the circular economy perspective. Therefore the recycling rate contributed to wrong            

decision-making and poor innovation in the industry. As an alternative, they created the CEI,              

which measures the ratio of the material (market) value produced by the recycler and the               

intrinsic material value entering the recycling facility. This intrinsic material value is the             

present market value of all materials that would be needed to reproduce the discarded              

end-of-life product. They argue that this CEI is a way better index than the recycling rate and                 

is related to strategic, economic and environmental aspects of recycling and therefore acts as              

a better decision-making tool. It also aims at introducing the economic value of the materials               

embedded in consumer products as the property to be measured and easily accounted. So the               

CEI represents the effectiveness of recycling companies at extracting value from the            

processed materials. This leads to a new decision making tool, which will help the              

management of electronics producers, recycling companies and policymakers to shift the           
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decision towards value creation and technological innovation. Additionally, unlike the mass           

recycling rates, the CEI adjusts itself automatically when specific materials become more            

expensive. This is the case for several rare earth elements and metals used in electronic items                

due to strategic issues, such as less availability. The CEI can further be adjusted by materials                

becoming cheaper because of the use of more efficient recycling technologies. Another            

advantage is that the calculation is easy and uses data, which is easily made available. The                

old recycling rate is not directly related to what actually should be achieved, showing societal               

impacts as the economics, job creation, environment, and strategic issues, and therefore from             

the point of view of the science community the new CEI can perform better. In summary only                 

successful policies can be introduced if there is an index, which shows what we want to                

achieve.  

In a market economy the industry plays an important role when it comes to innovation and                

efficiency and it is particularly prone to generate value from scarce resources. Without             

corporate support, the society will not achieve environmental sustainability, because the firms            

represent the productive resources of the economy. According to the authors, the CEI is              

crucial to make green business cases more appealing and therefore the industry can increase              

their contribution to minimize environmental challenges and pressures. Di Maio and Rem            

argued that when policymakers set recycling targets based on the old mass indicator recycling              

rate, rather than on value, the recycling industry maximized steel recycling instead of e.g.              

aluminum or plastics, because they did not develop new technologies that could generate            

more revenues, create more jobs and recover more materials. By using the old “linear              

economy index” recycling rate there will be no change in the recycling procedures and              

therefore the policies will not aim to minimize the impact of the environment and help to shift                 

towards a circular economy. Companies can benefit from properly crafted environmental           

regulations that are more stringent or even imposed earlier than those faced by their              

competitors in other countries. This leads to a stimulation of innovation, so strict             

environmental regulations can actually enhance competitiveness in the recycling sector. Di           

Maio et al. (2017) then also tried to measure resource efficiency in a circular economy               

scenario and built a value-based indicator of the performance of different actors in the supply               

chain on the circular economy framework. The aim was to ease the acceptance by policy               
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makers and give directions in which green policy changes affect our society. Therefore the              

unit in which the resource efficiency and circular economy is measured is very important.  

As argued, the most common approaches in the literature is mass, but Di Maio et al. (2017)                 

advocated to use the market value of stressed resources, because this value incorporates the              

elements of scarcity versus competition as well as taxes representing urgent social and             

environmental externalities. Resources can be divided into abundant and scarce resources,           

where abundant ones are available for everybody and will remain so in the future. Contrary to                

that, if we use scarce resources prevent somebody else from using them now and in the future                 

and therefore this resources are stressed. The resource efficiency is then the ratio of added               

product value, divided by the value of stressed resources used in production or a process the                

use of these stressed resources. The authors also define circularity as the percentage of the               

value of stressed resources incorporated in a service or product that is returned after its               

end-of-life. This framework tries to show how values in the circular economy can be              

calculated and compared in between different industries. This is a crucial step for decision              

makers and the government as well as at the producer side. Eventually everything can be               

translated into value, also environmental issues, so the environmental costs and other external             

costs can be taken care of by taxes and permits. The key advantage of using economic value                 

is that mass represents only the quality but economic value represents quantity and quality.              

So this approach allows allowing policy makers to identify stressed resources and then             

formulate, monitor and assess policies and strategies. Stressed resources can be divided into             

two categories, economic and societal. 

As explained earlier, a resource can be stressed because there is shortage of that resource on                

the market like for example rare earth elements in e-waste. If the demand is constantly higher                

than the supply, the resource becomes stressed. Contrarily, resources can be stressed because             

extracting them may create externalities, which can be either positive or negative such as tax               

or incentives (Di Maio et al., 2017). The costs of these externalities can be present due to                 

market failures, so that the true environmental costs to society that are not fully reflected in                

the price of a product, such as a computer or smartphone, can be internalized by taxes. Then                 

when resources are needed to make a product, the prices of the resources reflect both the                

economic costs, which are market driven and the societal costs in the form of a tax or                 
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incentive. By using this economic information of cost estimation and internalization of the             

negative and positive effects, they created the value-based resource efficiency for the circular             

economy. For the manufacturers of personal electronics the prices of the inputs are high              

given the concentrations of gold and high purity silicon, while the efficiency is low. The mass                

of those inputs is not very high, but the environmental damage and societal costs are               

significant higher in the supply chain. In short, the sectors that rank less resource efficient               

according to value-based resource efficiency compared to the mass-based indicator, are those            

where the prices of the inputs used are high. And sectors that rank more resource efficient                

with the value-based indicator are typically resource intensive industries. These findings of            

the new approach to calculate resource efficiency can guide the transition to circular economy              

by having a deeper understanding of the different sectors and the different costs affecting              

them. Some sectors may be more resource efficient, not only because they use more              

sustainable or circular materials, but also because they can be more efficient in the way they                

use non-sustainable resources by using better design. Di Maio et al. (2017) conclude their              

argument by stating that if this new indicator will be used to drive the implementation and to                 

calculate the costs, it will guide decision makers towards the circular economy model. 

 

International legislation  

The most prominent international treaty on e-waste is the Basel Convention with the Basel              

Ban Amendment to prohibit the transboundary flow of e-waste. In total, 194 countries have              

signed it but, according to Bakhiyi et al. (2018), only 89 countries have ratified the treaty and                 

90 are required to. This legislation makes it illegal to export hazardous wastes, such as               

e-waste, from developed countries of the OECD to developing countries. Bakhiyi et al.             

(2018) use China as an example, stating that they have banned e-waste imports on a local                

level since 2000, but this legislation was not enforced. At the beginning of 2018, China               

blocked the import under their “national sword” policy, which resulted in an increase of              

e-waste shipments to poorer Asian countries without any sufficient e-waste legislation. In the             

Asian region, Brunei, China, Indonesia, Malaysia and Sri Lanka have ratified the Basel Ban              

agreement. But poorer countries like Bangladesh, Cambodia, India, Laos, Myanmar,          

Pakistan, Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam have not ratified it so far. Especially Thailand is              
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hit by a e-waste wave, which suggests that the waste flow is following the path of least legal                  

resistance. Kellenberg (2012) calculated that for every 1% the home country’s environmental            

regulations are weakened, the home country will experience a 0.32% increase in trade from              

the foreign waste trading partner. And this can be a substantial effect for bilateral trade               

between developed and developing countries, because the average developing country has an            

environmental regulation index which is 39% lower than the average developed country.            

Kellenberg (2012) refers to this as a ‘waste haven effect’. 

In summary proper legislation is needed but so is the enforcement of it with detection of                

shipments. In many cases e-waste is labeled as used electronic products for the second hand               

marked. And with the lack of human resources the distinguishing between waste or             

functioned products is impossible. Also according to Huisman et al. (2015) unified systems             

among national agencies and the lack of international information sharing is inefficient.            

Therefore enforcement actions, with prosecution and conviction is therefore not guaranteed           

and lead to the gaps between the legal frameworks in the literature and the unsustainable               

waste shipments.  

 

Estimation of data 

Most often data related to e-waste generation or e-waste collection is not completely available              

in many regions. There are some major estimation methods, which are used for the quantities               

of e-waste. They range from models, which use sales data combined with lifespans of              

electronics from surveys. Another one uses survey and census data to quantify the generation              

and collection of e-waste per region. Or by using trade data from all types of electronics                

combined with sales and survey data to get a more detailed method. These various types of                

data estimation with all its advantages and disadvantage make it hard to generate a clear               

picture of the real amounts of e-waste production. Trends as Kumar et al. (2017) developed               

can be seen, but in the literature a some contradictory amounts and figures about the values of                 

the e-waste stream exist, which may lead to lesser economic incentives in recycling e-waste. 

False custom declarations are known to be common in e-waste shipments, so most of the               

e-waste is labeled as used but still products for the second hand market or as metal scrap.                 
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Especially certain gaps in the custom rules of several countries make it hard to estimate               

actual amounts of shipments. This effect is fueled by a shortage of international information              

sharing, lack of human resources and proper training to check each container. Often the waste               

or not-waste containers have the identical six-digit-codes in the Harmonized Commodity           

Description and Coding System (HS) used by the customs services, so the tracking is very               

difficult (Huisman et al., 2015). In summary, not having reliably data, in combination with an               

increased e-waste volume, show a unpredictable pattern of illegal e-waste trafficking. And            

with its global dynamics, it has turned into a more and more complex web.  

 

Collection and Recycling processes of e-waste 

Despite the enormous economic and environmental benefits, most of the e-waste is still             

recycled in an informal and polluting way. Before the recycling process, the collection and              

disassembly is the crucial part. When e-waste is not collected or lands in the wrong stream,                

the value is inevitable lost, also studies show when preprocession or depollution does not take               

place before different recycling methods, the value does shrink. Studies show that the lack of               

public awareness resort to bad practices in disposing e-waste. The lack of knowledge of              

collection points and the resulting environmental damage of wrong disposal is a major             

problem. This could be fixed by communication campaigns and by surveying end users to              

investigate motivations and incentives for proper disposal. According to Huisman et al.            

(2015) the collection facilities in many EU countries are exposed to thefts of valuable              

components or of end of life products and therefore diverted from authorized collection             

points into illegal and not traceable streams. So even when the collections practices are              

working, there could be leaks which reduce the collection rates and make it difficult to reach                

the targets.  

Despite significant improvements metal recovery technologies are still underperforming,         

immature and/or polluting and need to improved to be able to extract this enormous values of                

e-waste. Especially components such as PCB, CRT monitors and LCD screens remain hard to              

recycle due to their hazardous nature and the inefficient recycling technologies, so that many              

recyclers refuse them. 
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The formal recycling in developed countries can be break down in two steps. First              

pre-processing, which includes dismantling, shredding and mechanical separation and second          

end-processing that includes pyro/hydro/bio metallurgical treatments. 

The idea of pre-processing is to remove hazardous materials and seperate it in different              

streams such as metals, glass, plastics. But the newer complex technologies make it time              

consuming to dismantle the electronic products, which then result in higher labor and             

transportation costs to specialised processors, who also face an increased risk of public health              

and safety. The next step which is shredding creates a lot of dust and a loss up to 40% is                    

possible (Namias, 2013), which has a direct effect on the economics, not only to the loss of                 

valuable material, but also due to increased capital investment for the shredders. Mechanical             

separation is used to separate the shredded streams by using for example magnets for              

extracting ferromagnetic material such as steel, iron and rare earth metals. The issues with              

this step are clearly the higher capital investments, which make it hard for small recycling               

companies to implement and also the loss of material during this separation processes.  

End-processing involves the processes to recover the valuable metals from the concentrate            

obtained from the preprocessing. Here the aim is to recover and purify copper, gold, silver               

and palladium mostly by pyrometallurgy processes. This process involves melting the           

materials and then recovering the metals, but this procedure needs a lot of investment on the                

forehand and then needs a lot of energy to operate and can release several toxins.               

Hydrometallurgy treatment uses acids/chemicals to leach the valuable metals out of the            

waste. This process is time consuming and a low of toxic chemicals are required. The last                

procedure biometallurgy uses environmentally friendly microbes to leach the metal out of            

waste. The problem here is that this slow process is not fully developed for the high metal                 

complexities of e-waste.  

All in all, none of these recycling processes are perfect, but the major issue is that there is a                   

lack of formal recycling facilities around the world. Formal e-waste recycling is usually seen              

as unprofitable due to the high investment, dependency on governmental subsidies and            

elevated labour costs, all of which are outweighed by low profits and an underperforming              

metal recovery (Bakhiyi et al., 2018). Even when all of the above processes have to be                

improved and made more resource efficient and affordable the lack of formal recycling sites              
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create the biggest issue. Because then the e-waste gets recycled in the informal way, which               

involves manual dismantling and metal recovery with homemade equipment. This processes           

leads to very low recovery of metals and to only the base and easy to extract metals. Here,                  

financial and technical support is needed to improve the e-waste management practices in             

developing countries. But it is not easy to implement formal recycling practices in developing              

countries and there are many barriers such as high costs, the lack of strict regulation, a clear                 

legal framework, specific training, financial incentives, risk awareness and adequate          

infrastructure.  
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III. METHODOLOGY 

This part will describe the methodology in our research approach in order to clarify the               

rationales behind our choices. It will go through our research design, covering our             

philosophical standpoint, our research approach, data collection and methods. Where the last            

chapter aimed at explaining what we wish to investigate, this depicts how we will do it. 

This topic is new and unexplored academically, which allows us to contribute to increased              

knowledge and awareness with this research. As we have not been able to find a study on                 

e-waste management in the specific context of manufacturers of electronics reusing their own             

products and thus working from a circular economy perspective, we are combining literature             

from adjacent fields, namely circular economy and e-waste management. The purpose of this             

is that together, these articles will supplement each other and jointly function as our              

analytical foundation; i.e. we will merge already existing theories with our gathered data to              

gain new knowledge. 

 

Pragmatism 

Our philosophy of science will guide our perspective and base the assumptions from which              

we view the world surrounding our research (Saunders et al., 2012). For this research, the               

chosen philosophy of science is pragmatism; consequently, the methods and strategies of our             

research are supported by pragmatist assumptions. The following paragraphs will give a brief             

introduction to the evolution of pragmatism before elaborating the above statements. 

Pragmatism stems from the philosophical work of C.S. Peirce and is a critique of positivism.               

Peirce’s logic is in line with phenomenologists and empiricists (Saunders et al., 2012). He              

views interpretation as an ontological form of conclusion, and pragmatism as a “method of              

reflection which is guided by constantly holding in view its purpose and the purpose of the                

ideas it analyzes, whether these ends be of the nature and uses of action or of thought”                 

(Peirce, 1931 as cited in Thayer, 1982: 56). Peirce thus defined pragmatism as a method that                

employs reflection to reach a conclusion, which has laid the foundation of pragmatism as a               
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research philosophy. This section will not go further in depth with the underlying             

epistemological and ontological philosophy; instead, it will focus on how we have adopted             

the pragmatist research worldview, simply because this carries more relevance. 

Modern pragmatism removes focus from the positivist notion of truth and reality; not because              

such reality does not exist, but because it is continually changing based on the consequences               

of our actions (Morgan, 2014). Therefore, focus is kept on researching valuable or interesting              

topics from the method that the researcher deems suitable – and then try to promote positive                

consequences of the results (Tashakkori and Teddlie 1998 as cited in Saunders et al., 2012),               

i.e. it investigates what is valid given truth in effect. Tashakkori and Teddlie (2003) further               

state that the values of the researcher play a prominent role, and that pragmatism rejects the                

either/or choices that often characterize classical philosophies of science. Thus, pragmatism is            

arguably highly situational, which is further emphasized by Morgan (2014), who states that             

outcomes of actions often are foreseeable, and that we build our lives around the experiences               

that connect these actions and their outcomes. Knowledge can be provided by both             

observable phenomena and subjective meanings (Saunders et al., 2012). This has been the             

case in our research, where subjective meanings and social phenomena come to play during              

our data collection and analysis that aim to uncover details of the given situation and the                

realities behind these. 

In the pragmatist research philosophy, ideas are only considered relevant if they support             

action. It is acknowledged that there may be several realities, which suggests that one              

perspective cannot display the entire truth (Saunders et al., 2012). Pragmatism allows both             

objective and subjective points of view along with both quantitative and qualitative methods.             

Our research has taken on a rather subjective point of view, as it suits our data collection and                  

analysis. It facilitates source criticism and enables us to take into account the relationship              

between the primary data and the interviewee. Further, it permits that we do not conclude an                

objective truth, causality or law (Saunders et al., 2012). 
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Abductive reasoning 

With this thesis, we want to explicitize a currently underlying, tacit understanding that goes              

beyond the surface. Our aim is to turn our wondering into knowledge. We are aware that with                 

the natural scope of our research, we will not uncover the definite truth through an answer to                 

our research question – had we worked with an unlimited scope, this probably would not be                

the case either. Rather, we wish to find a possible answer; one that, based on our findings, is                  

the most likely explanation to our research question, and therefore the logical reasoning             

behind our research is abduction. 

Peirce commonized the term ‘abduction’ with his elaborated theory hereof. It is a response to               

the previously accepted forms of reasoning, induction and deduction. Peirce believed that            

induction relied too heavily on its generalization of empirical evidence and deduction on its              

certainty of derivation. With abduction, Peirce introduced a reasoning that lets researchers            

conclude with less certainty that something might be true (Bude, 2004); i.e., unlike the other               

two, abduction does not guarantee a conclusion. 

We do not aim to neither test nor formulate a theory; rather we are focusing on the context                  

and the questions it enabled – namely our research question:  

Given the great financial potential presented by consultancies and NGO’s, why do only some              

manufacturers of electronics employ circular e-waste management strategies?  

Thus, our mission is to learn – to understand the context that we did not initially understand.                 

Abduction allows not only this, but also lets us not follow a series of steps in a predetermined                  

order (Reichertz, 2004), which suits our exploratory approach that entails adapting as we are              

progressing. This is one of the ways abduction differs from both deduction and induction, and               

why we have chosen to work with this logic rather than the alternatives.  

The abductive approach lets us propose a likely conclusion based on our interviews.             

Ultimately, it is a qualified guess. For this research, it is a heuristic tool; a pragmatic solution                 

to not being able to cover the entire field due to the natural limitations in our scale and scope. 
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Abductive reasoning entails that the researcher proposes a hypothesis as suggestion to a             

problem statement or wondering. These suggestions are evaluated upon continually during           

the research process (Laursen, 2004). 

Peirce famously stated the abductive reasoning as: 

“The surprising fact, C, is observed. But if A were true, C would be a matter of 

course. Hence, there is reason to suspect that A is true.” (Peirce 1931 as cited by 

Buchler, 2017: 133) 

Peirce justified the use of conclusion based on hypothesis by arguing that it brings order and                

coherence to an experience that would otherwise be chaotic and incomprehensible (Reichertz,            

2004). Although we do not work with a formal hypothesis, we have adopted this in our                

research in order to base the likeliest conclusions from our data. 

Abductive reasoning has been applied in a number of different studies ranging from logistics              

research arguing against an overuse of deductive approaches (Kovács & Spens, 2005) and             

implementing design-thinking (Leavy, 2010) to studies on generating knowledge about needs           

in organizations to stimulate innovation (Kaiser et al., 2014). A brief review of studies that               

apply abductive reasoning suggests that abductive reasoning is often applied in studies            

regarding innovation or knowledge expansion (e.g. Guenther et al., 2017; Dunne &            

Dougherty, 2016; Kaiser et al., 2014) due to the nature of the logic, which we have already                 

covered. For our research, this angle is at work as well, and especially relevant to us is how                  

abductive reasoning has been applied in organizational studies. Dobson et al. (2012) state             

four cases of abduction in hindsight: in four different organizational instances, abductive            

elements of the research were unacknowledged until the researchers revisited their work and             

uncovered previously unobserved findings. In the article, these are described as ‘eureka            

moments’ as they revealed valuable insights. The purpose of referencing this article is to              

clarify the strengths of applying abductive reasoning. Four researchers point out the different             

results of their studies conducted with and without this abductive reasoning, and argue that              

their research has been strengthened by applying it. Although this cannot be interpreted as              

being the case in general, it emphasizes how abduction helps uncover unexpected facts that              
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can lead to new knowledge, which underpins our choice of applying this logic to our               

research. 

  

Exploratory research 

Being exploratory suits our choice of working from abduction, as both allow room for letting               

the process evolve, and let us modify details of our research according to the findings that                

surface as we move forward (Saunders et al., 2012). We knew that we wanted to investigate,                

whether it could be profitable for organizations to reuse e-waste, but the exact scope of our                

research was not formulated from the beginning; rather it formed along the way as we gained                

more knowledge. This is in line with exploratory studies, as they seek new insights and assess                

phenomena in a new light, especially in cases where the nature of the examined problem is                

unknown (Robson, 2002 as cited in Saunders et al., 2012), which is the case of this research.                 

According to Saunders et al. (2012), there are three favorable ways of conducting research as               

an explorative study: 1) examine the literature; 2) expert interviews; 3) focus group             

interviews. Two of these, namely literature review and expert interviews, have been used in              

this research in order to obtain knowledge of the subject. Our initial interviews came to play a                 

crucial role in obtaining knowledge and defining which path we wanted to pursue. As the               

process developed, it became clear to us which questions to ask in order to obtain valuable                

answers. Essentially, we knew what we wanted to investigate from the beginning, but if we               

had not approached it with an exploratory mind that enabled flexibility to continually adapt              

our scope, we would not have known how to answer our research question. 
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Research approach 

Primary data collection 

In order to gain first-hand knowledge about the subject, we conducted several interviews,             

both with manufacturers and external CSR consultants in order to gain a more holistic              

perspective. The table below illustrates the interview subjects for this research.  

Internal / Manufacturers  External / Consultancies 

Company Position  Company Position 

Microsoft CSR Manager  BSR Senior Vice President 

Fairphone Value Chain Project Officer  KPMG Associate, Sustainability Services 

Fitbit Sustainability and Supply Chain 
Continuity Manager 

 COWI Project Manager, Finance, Strategy, 
Energy and Sustainability 

Philips Senior Director Sustainability  Independent Consultant, Circular Economy 

Table 6, Interviews 

The interviewees are kept anonymous. Their statements cover their own opinions, and do not              

represent their company. In order to clarify this, interviewees are kept anonymous, and will              

be referenced by a pseudonym (e.g. the interviewee from Microsoft will be cited as “Michael,               

2018”). This is merely to facilitate a continuous overview, and it has to be noted that the                 

interviewees state their personal point of view, and do not represent their company in any               

official manner. The table below shows the list of pseudonyms.  

Internals Pseudonym Externals Pseudonym 

Microsoft Michael BSR Bo 

Fairphone Finn KPMG Keith 

Fitbit Frances COWI Chris 

Philips Peter Independent Ellen 
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Table 7, Pseudonyms  

The interviews were conducted as semi-structured or guided in-depth interviews. We created            

an interview guide that covered different themes, while staying on track through key             

questions that were grounded in our pre-existing knowledge about the themes. This is based              

on Justesen and Mik-Meyer’s (2010) argument of doing this, as it allows for relevant              

deviation or further exploration of emerging subjects that facilitate new knowledge for us,             

while still being able to steer the interview, ensuring that it revolves around the chosen topics.                

Our interview guide is marked by being formulated prior to having narrowed down our scope               

completely. Therefore, it explores several themes and asks broad questions to our            

interviewees in order to cover the different possible directions we could move within when              

studying e-waste management. This allowed room for unveiling knowledge and directions           

that we had not thought of ourselves, but it also hindered more detail-oriented, specific              

answers. The interview guide was adjusted along the way, taking into account what we              

learned from previous interviews. This is one of the reasons why we chose a qualitative               

method: it allowed us to continually adapt to new findings and work with them, which is                

suitable for us given that we work from abductive reasoning that emphasizes the same              

considerations. The focus on obtaining new knowledge further influenced our scheduling of            

the interviews. When making appointments, we purposely reserved more time than we            

assumed answering our prepared questions would take, because we wanted the interviewee to             

speak freely without feeling pressured by a back-end. Moreover, it gave us time to probe for                

more in-depth insights when needed. 

Our primary advantage of gathering empirical material through semi-structured interviews is           

that we have been able to tailor the questions – and thus answers – to our needs for the                   

research process. With this, we achieved more in-depth comprehensive results than through            

the secondary empirical materials that are currently available. 

When treating the data, we started with the recordings of the interviews. These were              

transcribed in order to ease analysis, regarding both creating textual material and            

familiarizing ourselves with the material, as the transcription process itself is a tool to go               

further in-depth with the data (Eriksson & Kovalainen, 2008). We then coded the interviews              

with the purpose of looking for patterns and relevant insights. As our interview guide was               
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divided into themes, this eased the coding process of thematization. In order to create a more                

manageable overview, our next step was summarizing the interviews. The coding and            

summarizing were done with Kvale and Brinkmann’s (2008) statement in mind that these             

steps are necessary to structure, interpret and create meaning of comprehensive qualitative            

interviews. 

 

Secondary data collection 

In addition to primary data, we have gathered secondary data as well. Naturally, the most               

important part of our data collection has been to collect valuable data and since the amount of                 

e-waste experts that we have been able to reach, has been rather limited, we chose to add                 

emphasis on our secondary data collection in order to gain meaningful data insights. For that,               

we have primarily used company websites and -reports. The below matrix provides an             

overview of the companies we have chosen (these specific ones have been chosen because              

they all have a e-waste management system) and the different types of sources we have               

gathered the empirical data from: 

Company Website  Report 

Apple Environment - Resources Environmental Responsibility Report 2018 

Microsoft Environment - Products Corporate Social Responsibility Report 2017 

Dell Corporate Social Responsibility CSR Report 2018 

HP Sustainable Impact - Planet 2017 Sustainable Impact Report 

Fairphone Our Goals Recyclability Report 2017 

Samsung Environment - Resource Efficiency Sustainability Report 2017 

Philips  Healthy People, Sustainable Planet Circular Economy - Rethinking the Future 
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Greenpeace - Guide to Greener Electronics 2017 
How Repairable is your Mobile Device? 2017 

Table 8, Secondary Data 

Due to the identical names of the reports, they will be cited by company name throughout the                 

thesis, meaning that e.g. Apple’s Environmental Responsibility Report 2018, will be cited as             

“Report, Apple, 2018”.  

Our use of secondary data can be categorized as supplementary (Heaton, 2012), meaning the              

data provides “a more in-depth investigation of an emergent issue or aspect of the data which                

was not considered or fully addressed in the primary study” (Heaton, 2012: 271). In our               

specific case, we have done this to obtain deeper knowledge for our research within our topic                

– for both the literature review and the analysis. We would not be able to neither fully                 

comprehend our topic nor answer our research question without supplementary secondary           

data. 

We treat the secondary data as ‘texts as representations of reality’ (Eriksson & Kovalainen,              

2008), which covers all textual materials that are used to facilitate transparency in qualitative              

business research, being that they are perceived as opportune objects of analysis. This is              

relevant for our research because the texts are meant to be truthful representatives; i.e. the               

secondary data texts are representing the issue we are researching, and we credit them to be                

able to give us reliable insights into the issues they represent. This is arguably a suitable and                 

profitable approach from a pragmatic and abductive perspective. 

A strength of using secondary data is eliminating what Dahler-Larsen (2008) describes as the              

problem of reactivity: the subjects that are being interviewed react to the research process,              

thus perhaps changing their initial opinion or answer. With secondary data, this is not a               

problem; we have not risked influencing the collection of this data as it was collected by                

others and in another context than thesis research. We hereby eliminate a weakness of              

working solely with primary data. 

Oppositely, Bishop (2011) describes a pitfall of using secondary data as ignoring the context              

it was gathered in, which we continually try to minimize. We are not using secondary               
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interviews, which eliminates the risk of neglecting meaning from the interview setting, such             

as moods or senses that simply cannot be taken into account by secondary users. The context                

that matters to us is primary the purpose of the data, or the reasons it was originally created.                  

We are aware that since most of our secondary data is created by the given organization for                 

their website or reports, the material is – directly and indirectly – created with the purpose to                 

function as a selling point, which risks painting a glossy picture of the truth. When analyzing                

the data, we keep this in mind and exert source criticism in order to tackle this pitfall; more                  

specifically, we follow selected points of Saunders et al.’s (2012) 29-point checklist, which             

includes reflecting upon answers to questions such as the ones listed in the table below. Note                

that not all 29 questions are relevant to us, and that as certain questions are relevant to certain                  

sources, the questions we have reflected upon for each source may differ. The table lists a                

number of general questions that are employed on the majority or all of the secondary               

sources.  

Is it clear what the source of data is? 

How consistent are the data obtained from this source when compared with data from other sources? 

Do the credentials of the source of the data (Author, institution or organisation sponsoring the data) suggest 
likely to be reliable? 

Are you clear how the data were analysed and compiled? 

Are the data likely to contain measurement bias? 

Who was the target audience and what was its relationship to the data collector or compiler (were there any 
vested interest)? 

What was the original purpose for which the data were collected? 

Questions are directly cited from Saunders et al. (2012: 279-280) 

Table 9, Checklist 
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Conceptual limitations 

The methodological choices made are affected by certain limits, which will be covered in this               

section. For example, pragmatism is often applied in mixed method studies (Saunders et al.,              

2012; Morgan, 2014), however this research is purely qualitative, which arguably limits the             

potential of the theory as testing validity and significance becomes practically impossible.            

This relates to a well known limitation of all qualitative studies is how they cannot be                

generalized, quantified or transferred to other populations. Adding to that, our choice of             

abductive reasoning limits us further in concluding with certainty. Abductive reasoning           

combined with an exploratory approach arguably limits predetermined structure, as new           

knowledge continually emerges through empirical findings and might affect the course of the             

research. This is evident in the interview guide which, as mentioned, was formulated prior to               

defining our scope, which meant we were limited in obtaining relevant answers. Further, the              

interview guides were adapted as the research progressed, which hindered comparison           

between the interviewees to a certain degree.  

We recruited employees based on their job description on Linkedin and primarily searched             

for CSR experts in major consumer electronic brands. We also tried to reach out to experts by                 

e-mail, but finding the specific email addresses from experts with knowledge of e-waste or              

circular economy proved to be challenging. This recruitment method led to a bias, since we               

mostly contacted experts through Linkedin and publically available email addresses, who           

only represent a small sample size of the experts in the CSR field. 

Through our interviews it became evident, that the topic of e-waste management is rather              

unexplored in companies, and reaching experts was a challenge. Therefore, instead, we            

balanced our interview subjects, speaking with relevant experts, who could answer our            

questions from either a CSR-, circular economy- or e-waste management perspective. In            

some cases the interviewees were not allowed to share some information about projects they              

worked on, however all of the interviewees were capable of reflecting upon unfamiliar topics              

in the interview situation.  
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Quality criteria 

Dahler-Larsen (2008) states six quality criteria, three of which have been applied in this              

research. The other three – correspondence, replication and reliability – are not taken into              

consideration as they are mainly suitable for quantitative studies (Dahler-Larsen, 2008).           

These will not be elaborated further, as they are irrelevant for this thesis. The following               

section will cover the remaining three criteria and how we have applied them in order to                

increase validity and ensure quality in our data. Unless otherwise stated, the reference for the               

below section is Dahler-Larsen (2008). 

The validity criterion is inspired by Kvale and Brinkmann (2008). Dahler-Larsen (2008)            

splits this criterion into subcriteria, namely validity of craft and communication. He            

purposely leaves out the pragmatic validity that Kvale and Brinkmann (2008) includes,            

arguing that it is rarely realistic that the research will lead to action (Dahler-Larsen, 2008). As                

this particular research is conducted through the perspective of pragmatism, we have chosen             

to include it despite Dahler-Larsen’s (2008) argument in order to assure coherence. The             

pragmatic validity is thus applied to ensure that the findings could be carried out in practice –                 

not necessarily that they will. Note that since we have an abductive approach, there is a                

possibility that no conclusion to our research question will form. Therefore, our problem             

statement functions as the question we examine and answer, yet not necessarily solve. As this               

study aims to obtain new knowledge, the pragmatic validity has to be evaluated based on this.                

The application of the pragmatic validity is therefore continuous, not directed at a specific              

point in our research; it is apparent throughout our data collection, analysis and discussion              

that aims towards realistic findings of which e-waste management strategies that have already             

been carried out in practice along with which that theoretically would be able to. 

The craft validity refers to whether the research has been conducted properly in regards to               

methods. It places accountability on the researchers, as it relies on their skills and care to                

master the methods that are employed. Thus, craft validity remains a constant throughout our              

research process; the planning, designing, execution and coding of interviews, as well            

actually applying (and staying within the lines of) the chosen philosophy of science and              

research approach. The chosen literature and the analysis are equally affected by the validity              

of craft. Since ensuring craft validity is an interrelated process of the different parts of the                
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thesis, one inaccuracy or lapse can affect the overall results. Our way of meeting this criterion                

has primarily been through in-depth research of the topics, from articles and textbooks to              

previous theses, as well as relying on our experience with academic projects. Additionally,             

sparring with experts (the circular economy expert and the VP of BSR from our interviews               

further functioned as sparring partners) and our thesis supervisor has played an integral part              

in assuring craft validity, as they it has provided us with constructive criticism in order to                

increase the quality. Lastly, increasing transparency is a tool for becoming – and staying –               

aware of validity, as it clarifies processes and pitfalls to be attentive to in order to obtain                 

reliable findings. Therefore, validity of craft is related to the transparency criterion, which             

will be further unfolded below. 

The transparency criterion demands that the approaches of the research are explicit and clear.              

This is met through detailed description of the processes, primarily covered in this chapter.              

The methodological approaches are unfolded along with a thorough review of how they are              

utilized. Additionally, throughout the thesis, we attempt to create transparency through           

involving the reader in thought processes behind arguments and through guidance between            

chapters. Further, the interviews were recorded and saved before being transcribed which,            

along with the interview guide, adds transparency to the interview process, as these can be               

provided upon request.  

The heuristic criterion aims to assure that the research process has led to new knowledge,               

insights and perspectives. As this thesis takes on an abductive approach, this criterion is              

particularly suitable – and critical – being that the end goal is the same. Therefore, the                

abductive approach equally becomes our means to comply with this criterion: our approach to              

the research is reflective and exploratory in gathering as well as analyzing our data with the                

aim to uncover new insights and knowledge. 

The following paragraphs will briefly sum up the literature review and methodology. The             

literature review was split into two chapters, one covering circular economy, and the other              

e-waste management. The circular economy literature proved to be complex and confusing,            

consisting of contributions from both practitioners and academics. While there were several            

contradictions, such as in the very emergence of circular economy, it was possible to derive               

patterns from the literature as well. That led us to a new definition of circular economy,                
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merging the literature from both the practitioner- and academic side. The second chapter             

covered both environmental, economic and social benefits tied to e-waste management, and            

underlined the potential that was presented in the business cases from the first chapter of the                

review. The chapter especially focused on the gaps and challenges in the current literature,              

focusing on legislation, and its lack of enforcement, data estimation and the processes of              

collecting and recycling e-waste. The literature review contributed to the current literature by             

teasing out the many contradictions within these two branches of the sustainability literature. 

The methodology section depicted how we have attempted to conduct our research. Based on              

the scope of this thesis, and the relatively small amount of literature and empirical data, we                

decided to approach our research from an abductive, pragmatic and explorative standpoint.            

This is especially evident in the following part of the thesis, namely the analysis. Here, our                

data collection methods were put to the test, and formed the basis of the remaining parts of                 

the thesis.  
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IV. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS 

This chapter will go through an analysis of the empirical data for this research. The overall                

goal of the analysis is to derive patterns from the empirical data to reveal key qualities of                 

companies that have managed to create an incentive and implemented a comprehensive            

e-waste management strategy that builds on circular economy aspects. 

The analysis is based on both primary and secondary empirical data. The primary data              

consists of personal interviews, while the secondary data mainly consists of company reports.             

As previously stated, the interviewees have been anonymized. Below is a repetition of the              

table from the methodology chapter that restates the pseudonyms of the interviewees that will              

be used in the following chapter: 

Internal/Manufacturers 

Company Position Pseudonym 

Microsoft CSR Manager Michael 

Fairphone Value Chain Project Officer Finn 

Fitbit Sustainability and Supply Chain Continuity Manager Frances 

Philips Senior Director Sustainability Peter 

External/Consultants    

Company Position Pseudonym 

BSR Senior Vice President Bo 

KPMG Associate, Sustainability Services Keith 

COWI Project Manager, Finance, Strategy, Energy and 
Sustainability Chris 

Independent Consultant, Circular Economy Ellen 
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The analysis examines one of three questions at a time. These questions are asked based on                

our empirical findings of what aspects appear repeatedly throughout the data; these being             

profitability, responsibility and legislation. The questions are formulated as ‘yes/no’          

questions, meaning the answer we seek to provide will either confirm or deny it. The length                

of our analysis of these questions differ, based on how much our data allows us to derive;                 

however, the same emphasis is added to the findings in the end. The data will supplement                

each other, i.e. instead of a comparative analysis they will work together to form patterns that                

can be considered new knowledge. The three questions consists of several subsections, each             

examining a theme the data has suggested appears within the question. Together, these             

subsections will form the basis of either confirming or denying the main question. However,              

a concluding ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answer to the questions may not be provided, depending on the                

certainty of our findings. Nonetheless, the sub-analyses serve as a stepping stone for             

answering our main wondering, namely our research question, which goes:  

Given the great financial potential presented by consultancies and NGO’s, why do only some              

manufacturers of electronics employ circular e-waste management strategies? 

 

Question I: Must circular e-waste management be profitable? 

“We start across customer demand: do consumers look for these second hand goods?  

Is there a market? Basically, can it be done profitably?” (Peter, 2018). 

It is the very core of business; to sustain (at least long term) it must be profitable. Therefore,                  

the first section will cover the importance of profitability, whether the selected companies             

have created a profitable e-waste management strategy, and how. Firstly, we will look into              

the business cases as presented in the literature review, and see whether the great economic               

potential is visible in practice. Next, we examine the costs of becoming or being circular               

before moving on to identifying the circular business models that are employed in the              

empirical data. Lastly, we cover the strengths, weaknesses and challenges of the circular             

economy in practice. 
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Business cases to underline profitability 

The structure of this section is as follows: Firstly, we will examine the findings from the                

primary data. Secondly, the secondary data will be analyzed, and thirdly, the findings will be               

summed up collectively. We do this due to an overwhelming amount of different inputs from               

the two types of empirical data. Like with the literature review, the purpose of this split is to                  

facilitate an overview that allows us to tease out patterns and dissimilarities. Priority has been               

granted to the data deemed relevant, which means that the two parts are not necessarily the                

same length. In itself, this may prove a point, which will then be commented on.  

The literature review showed that when researching circular economy from a practitioner            

perspective, a recurrent tendency is how they present business cases that prove the             

profitability of going circular – also in regards to e-waste management. This section aims to               

examine to which degree this trend is apparent in the empirical data with the purpose of                

determining how big of a driver it is for becoming circular, and whether it can be considered                 

an incentive to implement an e-waste management strategy. 

 

Primary data 

Working from the assumption that e-waste management strategies must be profitable, one can             

only assume that the companies in question have created a business case prior to              

implementing their e-waste management strategies. Our interviewee, Michael, did not know           

whether the company did a business case prior to implementing their e-waste management,             

but assumes so, being that they are a business after all: “I can imagine that Microsoft made a                  

gigantic analysis on it that concluded that it makes sense in the end. If it had concluded that it                   

would be a major loss, then we probably couldn’t have done it either.” (Michael, 2018),               

however, Microsoft do not publically report on the profitability of their e-waste management             

initiatives. This will be unfolded further in the secondary data section. When asked, the              

Michael answered: “Other than the fact that it is a good thing, we also have the possibility to                  
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make money on it by reselling it” (Michael, 2018), not revealing whether it is currently a                

profitable business or just has the potential to be. 

The independent CE consultant argues that it is a vital tool to nudge companies into               

becoming circular: “If you want to engage companies on the circular economy journey, you              

have to make them see the business potential of it. Most companies won't embrace this               

agenda, if it sounds like a sacrifice in, or there's something extra they have to do to be the                   

good guys” (Ellen, 2018). This statement rationalizes the business case as a selling point, and               

underlines the importance of profitability in order for companies to perceive it as worthwhile. 

Philips seem to have done their own calculations, as Peter specifies that they are only reusing                

and refurbing selected devices due to the different levels of cost and profitability: “I mean               

that depends a bit on the product, right? On the exact modality that we have” (Peter, 2018).                 

He continues to note that it currently only “makes sense” to close the loop on larger medical                 

appliances, but that they are working towards being more circular. Further, Peter references             

the use of business cases in their company when summing up the questions they ask               

themselves about profitability of e-waste management: “is there a market for reused            

equipment? Can we refurbish it profitably, right? Can we still meet the quality standards that               

we need, right? Can we guarantee the product will be serviced for a long period of time? Just                  

looking at the business case: when does it makes sense? Can we do it?” (Peter, 2018). He                 

clearly states that they are using business cases for their different appliances or business              

processes, and that they are key for decision-making. On a similar note, Frances states: “as a                

person in sustainability, I can make a business case through our sourcing team to our finance                

team to our executive team as why we have to do it” (Frances, 2018). Like the Peter, she                  

indicates that business cases are used for circular economy implementations, however,           

neither directly tell us that they have created a business case for their e-waste management               

strategies. 

While it was impossible to find critiques of the published business cases within the current               

literature with no one wondering how the consultancies calculate the results, our own data              

collection has revealed critical perspectives. For example, when presented with the           

consultancies’ numbers, Peter provided a critique to the business cases stating that “they don't              

apply rigorous scientific standards to their studies. So, I would scrutinize their numbers to see               
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how they actually came up with a number because typically, you know, there's an error               

margin of 100% on all those reports” (Peter, 2018), basically – and bluntly – contesting the                

entire credibility of the reports, claiming they are worthless. Peter is the only source in this                

research who criticizes the calculations and credibility of the numerical values, which is a              

perspective we have been unable to account for the lacking of. The literature review briefly               

touched upon this puzzling fact, arguing that the lack of critique is tied to the lack of                 

transparency in these reports. Considering that all of the personal interviewees were            

confronted with these numbers, the fact that only one directly disputes the calculations,             

merely adds to the point of a missing critique. 

Another critical stance towards the business cases came from Bo, who did not contest the               

calculations, but rather the (over)use of business cases in sustainability: “In my perspective             

we have moved too far in the direction of the business case and we forget that there is an                   

ethical imperative in sustainability” (Bo, 2018). He further notes that: “if you are more in the                

middle-management, you feel like you have to make a business case to justify it in the                

budget.” (Bo, 2018). I.e., in his experience, the business case become a means to an end, and                 

proving that CE is profitable is the most effective measure that middle-management can             

apply to convince decision-makers. 

Further, the lack of transparency about the calculations behind the consultancy business cases             

leaves the reader in the dark as to which products are included. As Peter referenced, the value                 

of different products vary – a MR scanner has a larger amount of high-valuable materials               

than say a coffee-maker, and the business cases do not reveal whether they have calculated an                

overall average or if they have merely included high-value products. Therefore, the accuracy             

of these is equally questionable, and must vary depending on the industry. 

 

Secondary data 

When browsing through publicly available company reports and websites, it is impossible to             

find statements on whether the companies did a business case – and what the results were –                 

prior to implementing e-waste management strategies. Not surprisingly, it is equally           
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impossible to find statements from companies that have not implemented such strategies            

regarding their reason why not. Instead, the business cases are all presented by consultancies,              

who typically are not allowed to disclose who their clients are. 

The Ellen MacArthur Foundation worked with McKinsey on their business case (covered in             

the literature review), and while there is no actual evidence that this business case has been                

applied by their members, it seems reasonable to assume that members of the foundation who               

have applied the Ellen MacArthur circular economy business models equally have used the             

business case, as these are connected. The members include Apple, Dell, Philips, Microsoft             

and HP.  

A finding is that none of the companies publish data on the profitability of their e-waste                

management strategies. Therefore, this has proven to not be a tool for investigating the              

importance of profitability. The closest connection between profitability and reporting is           

through Apple’s 2016 environmental responsibility report. Apple state working on closing the            

loop through their take-back initiatives. The devices that are returned are either refurbished             

and resold, or taken apart to recover and recycle parts (Report, Apple, 2016). In their 2018                

environmental responsibility report, they state to have recycled more than 90 million pounds             

of e-waste, which contained 2204 lbs. of gold, which according to several sources has a value                

of $40 million (Goldman, 2016). However, Apple themselves have not commented on the             

monetary value of the recycled parts or whether it in the end has been a profitable business                 

for them. Their narrative is strictly environmental, which might be explained by the fact that               

this document has arguably been written to highlight the non-business aspects of their             

business. 

 

Combined 

In general, it seems that the economic incentive is highlighted mostly by the consultants,              

while the companies focus on the environmental aspects of CE. Which arguably makes sense              

given that consultants are trying to sell CE to the companies, who are persuaded by the                

business potential, while the companies are trying to sell CE to the consumers, whose              
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responsibility demands for companies are increasing. The different actors have different           

agendas, which affects their perspective and may explain the patterns we observe. 

One thing is certain: the majority of companies are not fully circular despite the              

overwhelming potential profit presented by in the business cases in the literature review, and              

the companies that do employ circular e-waste management strategies, do not publish the             

costs and earnings associated with this. This can be partly because they want to portray               

themselves as kind hearted, or because measuring the direct effect of these strategies may be               

difficult. Overall, from the data available to us, it is hard to conclude anything in regards to                 

whether the business case calculations are believable and whether they have been a key              

incentive for the companies that have applied CE. A pattern did seem to emerge in that, while                 

official company reports mentioned nothing about business cases, the interviewees we spoke            

to first hand opened up for the perspective that a business case had been presented prior to                 

implementing CE initiatives, however the majority never said so directly, nor did they             

provide any factual numbers from these. On the other hand, the consultants argued that              

presenting a business case for the companies when trying to win a tender is vital, as proving                 

that implementing CE is profitable is the main driver (Ellen, 2018; Keith, 2018). 

An aspect that was repeatedly brought up during the interviews, was the fact that e-waste               

management does not merely revolve around profit, rather, costs are equally taken into             

account when considering changing business models. Therefore, the following section will           

introduce this point of view, which has not been covered in any of the business cases. 

 

Costs 

From the available data, we could not access explicit costs from the observed companies.              

Through the interviews, we were able to understand what kind of costs can arise and affect                

the circular economy approach. In contrast to that, we could not strengthen the arguments              

from secondary sources, why the cost part relies on primary data from our interviews.  
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Legislation and research cost 

Especially in the research and implementation phase, costs are generated by the studies from              

external partners “I think this is a long-term investment. We have to use lawyers and often                

external partners to do this, so there is a cost of course” (Michael, 2018). This will play a part                   

in the individual stage for a company, but also when it comes to establishing legislation on a                 

national/global level. When companies are creating these guidelines and lobbying these to,            

for example the UN to create a framework, it takes a lot of resources. And therefore these                 

costs will exclude smaller companies from formulating their demands and participate in this             

process. The easier part here is the “research cost”, which is to access the cost of producing                 

the goods, which gets lost and the end of the cycle. In a linear economy, the product becomes                  

“(...) waste and they lose completely the value that is in the product, because it disappears                

from the cycle. So what does it mean to put it back in the cycle?” (Ellen, 2018). The aim here                    

is to assess, whether the costs are higher for processing a returned good than for using new                 

materials in the production process. To assess this, frameworks have to be established so they               

can show how values in the circular economy can be calculated and compared between              

different industries. This is a crucial step for decision makers, the government and the              

producers - because, according to Frances, the monetary financial value is easier calculated             

and also possible to compare. Yet, often when companies are talking about circular economy              

and sustainability, different values are in place. For example, when a community is engaging              

with the company image and therefore create a different type of value. 

“And I think the industry is still working on figuring out how to quantify that for the                 

executive level, where many of them hold a financial MBA degree. They want to              

monitor value and that's when I say Wall Street and kind of in the general term; things                 

have to be translated into monetary value for them to see the actual value of it”                

(Frances, 2018).  

The calculation of economic value thus seems to be needed. Eventually, everything can be              

translated into value as well as environmental issues, so the environmental costs and other              

external costs can be taken care of by taxes and permits. The key advantage of using                
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economic value is that the mass index represents only quantity, while economic value             

represents both quantity and quality of the recycling process. 

 

Processing and re-selling costs 

When the analysis of the circular approach is positive, there is a chance that higher costs arise                 

due to the more complex relationship to the products, especially for refurbishing older             

products. The consumer demand has to be analyzed and the products need to brought to the                

second hand market. As Peter rhetorically asked during the interview:  

“Is there a market basically? Can it be done profitably, right? Some machines you              

need to invest so much in refurbishing it that it makes no financial sense to actually go                 

into that direction, while for mostly bigger equipment it does make financial sense to              

do it” (Peter, 2018).  

Thus, it depends on which attributes the appliances have and how long can they be serviced                

in the future when brought to the market again, depending on e.g. software- or design               

innovations. Sometimes it makes sense just to harvest certain valuable parts of it, because the               

cost of refurbishing the whole machine is too high and the demand too low. Further, by using                 

different materials, such as recycled plastic or steel, higher costs may be present.  

 

Costs of acquiring new customers  

When a circular approach is implemented, a benefit can be the lesser costs of the acquisition                

of new customers. For the management, it is important to know how much these costs are to                 

generate sales to start comparing the costs with the new circular business model. According              

to our interviewed circular economy expert, companies  

“(...) don't have the cost of gaining new customers every time you establish this              

leasing system. Basically, you create longer lasting relationships with your customers,           
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and then this cost also has be part of your calculation. Most companies don't know               

how much it costs them to get a new customer each time” (Ellen, 2018).  

Thus, according to Ellen, it is useful to break down the cost of the pay for salesperson and                  

marketing costs and then use this estimate as a counterpart for the new circular economy               

costs. Also, longer lasting relationships are created through the renting and leasing of a              

product, which could generate a profit in the future and reduce acquisition costs.  

 

Cost of lost opportunities 

Ellen explains the cost of not participating in a circular economy and refurbishing old              

appliances as:  

“(...) then you actually lose some of those second hand market because then it’s out of                

your hands, you don’t earn anything on it. And they realize that, there is so much Ikea                 

furniture out there on second hand websites where people privately sell to other             

private people. So they realizing that maybe, we should do something about it. Maybe              

we should make sure that the value of the furniture that we produced actually come               

back to us or that we don't lose on this market.” (Ellen, 2018). 

So by not participating in a circular economy there can be a cost of lost opportunity.                

Otherwise business models can be extended to gain revue from not only the primary markets               

but also from the secondary ones. In relation to this, Ellen stated that IKEA is testing this and                  

creating a renting system of furniture for companies. Her point being that by becoming              

circular, IKEA creates a new market, and a business opportunity while simultaneously            

solving existing problems for their customers. This example shows, that business           

opportunities can arise and and new business models can be formulated.  
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Business models 

This section will be structured like the analysis of business cases: we will firstly analyze the                

primary data, then the secondary before combining the findings. As with the business cases,              

this is done to create structure in a large and diverse pool of data.  

 

Primary data 

When asking the interviewees why they think some companies have managed to create an              

incentive, while others have not, the main response was that it all comes down to business                

models – in fact, our coding showed that the term ‘business model’ was used 35 times during                 

the eight interviews. Therefore, this section aims at identifying circular business models in             

the chosen companies, to compare them with the ones stated in the literature review, and to                

find out whether the companies who reuse e-waste employ the same aspects of CE business               

models, i.e. which circular models for e-waste management work in practice. The section             

ends with a matrix that illustrates the circular business models identified through the primary              

and secondary empirical data, to create an overview and illustrate the most common business              

models for e-waste management. The aim of this is to enlighten common attributes of the               

companies who have managed to create an incentive to reuse e-waste. 

That the company business model is the primary reason why only some companies reuse              

e-waste is highlighted by Frances: “[It is] mostly related to business model I'd say. Fairphone               

starts as a social enterprise, so how to make the electronics industry fairer is the core of our                  

business. But for other companies, their core and KPIs might not be necessarily tied to any                

sustainability practices.” (Frances, 2018), i.e. arguably, reusing e-waste in a way that is             

profitable cannot be done as a CSR-add-on, rather it has to be an integrated part of the                 

business; supporting the importance of operationalizing a circular economy business model.           

As the above quote indicates, Fairphone differ from the remaining companies in this thesis, as               

their entire business model is based on being ‘fair’; they claim their foundation is social and                

environmental. Although, Fairphone have a different starting point than the other companies            

in this analysis as they have created an interdependent relationship between sustainability and             
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profit, meaning that when they do good, they do well and vice versa. In other words, they                 

have an inherent incentive to recycle their e-waste. The remaining companies all existed prior              

to adopting CSR initiatives, meaning they have had to change their business model to become               

circular. Chris brought this up in the interview, practically debating with himself whether it is               

easier to start circular or build sufficient resources to change business model and reuse              

e-waste: 

“For a startup now that has that idea in mind, it is probably much easier to                

decide ‘that is how we are going to do it, it is going to be embedded in our                  

strategy’ than to a player that has been in the market for 20-30 years, it’s… I                

wouldn’t say it’s more difficult for them, because they have the resources and             

they have the know-how, and probably they have many models of different            

electronic equipment out there.” (Chris, 2018) 

The essence thus seems to be which option is the likeliest to become profitable, given that                

this is the end goal. Considering the fact that only one of the eight manufacturers of                

electronics in this thesis have reused e-waste from its start, it seems that most companies see                

potential in redesigning their business model once they have earned sufficient resources.            

However, it has to be taken into account, that technology and science has only recently               

allowed for this level of reusability, which might explain the current ratio. 

A recurrent circular business model, designing for repairability, is equally visible in both the              

primary and secondary data. For example, Microsoft are rated by Greenpeace (Guide to             

Greener Electronics, 2017) to be among the ones who perform worst at designing repairable              

products; something Michael did not bring up during the interview. Rather, he focused on              

how Microsoft refurbish and resell their products: “if we have a computer or phone that stops                

working, we deliver it to a recycle supplier […] where they delete data and refurbish the                

computer or phone – it can be bought by an employee or given to a NGO. If it can’t be                    

refurbished, it will be recycled. We do this will all of our products now” (Michael, 2018).                

Applying the concepts from the literature review, this suggests that while Microsoft are             

strictly linear when it comes to increasing the lifetime of products through design, they              

employ circular business models in terms of refurbishing and reusing their products.            

However, Microsoft do not differentiate themselves notably from the other companies in this             
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thesis, as they all refurbish products. Although, it has to be repeated that the companies we                

have chosen to include have all been selected because they have recycling and refurbish              

programs, and therefore are not meant to represent the masses. The only company in our               

scope that does not refurbish own products is Fitbit, with whom we did a personal interview                

in order to gain insights into why this has not been a priority for them. The interviewee                 

Frances’ reasoning is in line with Chris’ argumentation, as she states: “it's really just by now                

we have a bit more resources, and basically room to start focusing on this issue” (Frances,                

2018). Like the quote from Chris, this suggests that the amount of resources required have               

kept Fitbit from implementing sustainable business models, including an e-waste          

management strategy. However, they are still a relevant actor for this research, as they are               

currently in the midst of implementing sustainable initiatives, and thus changing their            

business model to becoming more circular: 

“We are still at a very beginning phase of just looking at sustainability in              

general. Of course by now we have already identified that e-waste is an issue.              

And our team is very much aware of it. However, to address e-waste is quite               

complicated, right? We can only look at the end of the product's life cycle of               

how we can potentially recycle it. And that's probably just the first step before              

we even think about how, after recycling it, how we can put it back to our raw                 

material supply chain to reuse it” (Frances, 2018). 

According to Frances, Fitbit’s comprehensive sustainability and e-waste management         

strategies still belong in the future; currently, they are focusing on implementing recycling             

schemes that can enable this going forth. It underlines their argument about the amount of               

resources required, because even though they have grown to be a rather large company, they               

cannot skip fundamental steps in preparing for a sustainable shift in business. As a small,               

relatively new company, Finn, the interviewee from Fairphone, seems to relate to these             

concerns. When asked which challenges they have encountered in their e-waste management            

strategies, he replied “Volume and cost. We are a small player so we need to partner up with                  

other stakeholders to increase the volume. Otherwise, any take-back program won't even be             

feasible.” (Finn, 2018), which indicates that the resource challenge does not merely apply for              

established companies changing business models, but for start-ups as well. 
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Finn and Frances are the only ones to open up about the challenges connected to recycling –                 

maybe due to their comparably small size – but they illuminate how recycling goes beyond               

the individual company. Especially the Frances emphasizes the industrial aspect of circular            

economy, and how it hinders evolvement for the individual players: 

“The whole kind of electronics industry is still on this ‘a couple of years’ turn               

around cycle…. The product will still face end of life in just a couple years, not                

because we want to end, but supply chain has to end. So if not the whole                

industry kind of starts taking on this model to support the supply chain to              

continuously supplying the components, we will be facing challenges.”         

(Frances, 2018) 

With this, Frances brings the industry into play, which introduces the perspective that circular              

economy does not rely on a business model change on micro level, but on macro-level. This                

increases recycling costs and thus lowers incentive. There are two critiques in this             

perspective: 1) the lifetime of products, and 2) the linearity of the current supply chain model.                

This argument cannot be unfolded based solely on our primary data, and will thus be               

elaborated when covering the secondary data as well as in the section that sums up the                

collective findings of this section. 

In sum, the business models that can be identified from the primary data in the companies                

represented by the interviewees, can be categorized as follows:  

  Refurbished 
Long 
life Repairs 

Reusing 
e-waste Dematerialization 

Take back 
systems 

Product 
as a 

service 

Microsoft x    x x  

Fairphone x x x x  x  

Philips x     x x 

Fitbit      x  

 Table 10 
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The business models refer to the ones covered in the literature review, and will be replicated                

in the following section to facilitate an overview of the business models applied in both the                

primary- and secondary literature. As we will return to this table, it will not be elaborated                

further here. 

 

Secondary data 

As with the primary data, the secondary empirical findings reveal the implementation of             

circular business models. These have been identified through websites and company reports            

that reference these business models both directly and indirectly. 

Above, it was disclosed that Microsoft have been critiqued by Greenpeace for their product              

repairability, however, our secondary data shows that three of the companies we have looked              

at do focus on repairability. Dell, HP, and Fairphone all mention in their respective reports               

how they design their products to be repairable and provide self-repair guides on their              

websites (Report, Dell, 2018; Report, HP, 2017; Report, Fairphone, 2017), which is            

consistent with the findings from the Greenpeace report. 

Only a few companies are reusing material from their own production. Dell are reusing              

recycled plastics in their products, partially sourced from their own products returned to them              

through their take-back program (Report, Dell, 2018). Of the eight companies, Dell are             

among three who do this, accompanied by Apple, who reuse aluminum from their own              

products (Report, Apple, 2018), and Fairphone, who reuse tungsten (Report, Fairphone,           

2018). The remaining companies also use recycled plastics, however, this does not stem from              

their own products (Guide to Greener Electronics, 2017). The fact that all refurbish devices,              

yet only a few reuse spare parts and materials suggest that within the electronics industry,               

refurbishing products is the most applied circular model. Working from the presumption that             

CE must be profitable for companies to employ it, this equally suggests that refurbishing              

products is the most profitable CE model in this industry: refurbishing and re-selling, rather              

than disassembling and reusing spare parts for new products, is likely the most profitable. A               

phone must be much damaged for it to make economic sense to separate it and reuse                

recovered spare parts compared to refurbishing and re-selling the device as is. A refurbished              
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iPhone, for example, is sold through Apple’s website from $499 and up (Refurbished iPhone,              

2018), so even subtracting the refurbishment process and possible take-back expenses, the            

amount of materials that are recovered from separating an iPhone, are very unlikely to bring               

in the same profit. 

Another recurrent circular business model is take-back programs for refurbishing and           

recycling, however take-back systems are required by legislation, and therefore recur for all             

of the companies. The engagement differs, however, as some are better at creating a              

user-incentive for returns than others. Apple, Dell and Microsoft exchange old devices for             

gift cards (Apple GiveBack, 2018; Dell Trade-In & Recycling Program, 2018; Recycle for             

Rewards, 2018). HP offer to return selected devices for cash in certain countries (Consumer              

Buyback, 2018), whereas Samsung and Fairphone’s take-back programs require consumers to           

ship the phones back by mail or return it to a local recycler (Report, Fairphone, 2018; Report,                 

Samsung, 2018). Philips do not advertise a takeback program on their website, but provide a               

contact number to call in order to obtain information (Report, Philips, 2018). Given that              

Apple and Dell both reuse spare parts and materials from their phones in addition to               

refurbishing, they likely have (created) the biggest incentive to take back devices, which             

explains why they offer store credit in exchange. Following that logic, this incentive should              

include Fairphone as well, however, they have one of the weakest take-back programs of the               

group. Considering that their phones are among the easiest to disassemble and repair due to               

their modular design, they should arguably have an even greater incentive, as the potential              

profit is increased by the high recovery rate. This is arguably visible with HP’s buyback               

program, since their products are made easy to repair and regain life. That Samsung, Philips               

and Fairphone have made it inconvenient for the user to return devices can be a disincentive                

that results in fewer returned devices. Overall, it is difficult to derive a pattern from the                

take-back programs, perhaps because this category is affected by legislation which influences            

motives. 

Dematerialization as a circular business model is applied only by Apple (iCloud), Fitbit             

(cloud tracker) and Microsoft (OneDrive), probably because these are the only companies in             

the research group that have their own operating systems, meaning they can create a cloud for                

their users, which removes storing space from material to online. 
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Further, in the above subsection, the relatively low amount of circular start-ups were covered              

and a possible rationale for this was proposed. However, the secondary literature reveals             

another factor that might influence the low amount of start-ups with this business model,              

namely that the already existing companies are making it hard for them. A critique of many                

phones and laptops are that they are hard to dissemble. In their report, Greenpeace states that                

Apple are currently fighting a bill that requires companies to make their products repairable              

in New York and Nebraska (Guide to Greener Electronics, 2017). In Apple’s case, it makes               

(economic) sense, as designing their products to be hard to dissemble is a way of minimizing                

competition for their own refurbish strategy, however interestingly, even companies that are            

currently not engaging in refurbishing their own devices, still design them to be difficult to               

dissemble, e.g. Sony and LG (Guide to Greener Electronics, 2017). Samsung, who are among              

the manufacturers who design their products to be hard to dissemble, reportedly refurbished             

10 % of the recalled Galaxy Note 7 phones, which amounts to 400,000 devices (Guide to                

Greener Electronics, 2017). Had they designed their phones to be disassembled, they could             

have inserted a new battery rather than refurbishing the entire phone, as this was the only                

faulty part of the four million devices that were recalled. This serves as an example of                

linearity and the short lifetime phones that cannot be disassembled. In line with this,              

purposely designing products to be hard to disassemble is an example of a clash between               

theory and practice, as one of the business models covered in the literature review              

emphasized designing for reusability. The question is then, whether this relates back to the              

profitability aspect. At least short-term, it might be more profitable to stick with the current               

business model while attempting to make the users buy more products. 

 In total, the findings from the secondary data can be summarized as in the table below: 

  Refurbished 
Long 
life Repairs 

Reusing 
e-waste Dematerialization 

Take back 
systems 

Product 
as a 

service 

Apple x   x x x  

Dell x x x x  x  

HP x x x   x x 
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Samsung x   (x)  x  

Table 11, overview 

This table suggests that dematerialization and product-as-a-service are rarely applied business           

models in the eee manufacturer industry, at least for the companies within our scope.              

Conversely, refurbishing and implementing take-back systems are recurrent. The rationale for           

this has been argued above, namely that, logically, it seems to be the most profitable business                

models. The following subsection will combine the findings above in order to derive further              

empirical patterns. 

 

Combined 

The below table illustrates an overview of the circular business models applied, and shows              

the patterns that the empirical data has allowed to derive. By far the most common applied                

model is refurbishing, which has been argued to be the most profitable as well. Take-back               

programs are required by law, but the methods of claiming end-user devices vary greatly. The               

table further suggests a connection between designing for repairability and extending the            

lifetime of devices, which makes sense, as one leads to the other. Dematerialization and              

product-as-a-service are rarely applied as these are dependent on the type of devices offered,              

while reusing spare parts and materials is applied by three companies, all in the later years                

which suggests that this business model is growing.  

  Refurbished 
Long 
life Repairs 

Reusing 
e-waste Dematerialization 

Take back 
systems 

Product as a 
service 

Microsoft x    x x  

Fairphone x x x x  x  

Philips x     x x 

Fitbit           x   
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Apple x   x x x  

Dell x x x x  x  

HP x x x   x x 

Samsung x   (x)  x  

 Table 12, overview combined 

Earlier in this section, an interviewee critiqued the industry for hindering circular business             

models. To properly address this critique, our empirical data must be combined in order to               

fully get around the two-folded argument. Firstly, the short lifetime of electronics is a known               

problem, also highlighted in the Greenpeace report. As argued earlier, it may be a deliberate               

tool for manufacturers to turn more products. Only three companies stand out in increasing              

the lifetime of their products – and thus apply the lifetime extension circular business model               

– namely Dell, HP and Fairphone (Guide to Greener Electronics, 2017). These were the ones               

who equally focused on repairability of their devices, which is a factor in extending the               

lifetime. It seems likely to assume that the short lifetime of electronic devices hinders two of                

the common circular business models covered in the literature review, the           

product-as-a-service and leasing models. These only appear once each, as only HP and             

Philips report employing these circular business models – HP supply printers and devices as              

product-as-a-service (Report, HP, 2017) while Philips lease healthcare appliances (Peter,          

2018). In that respect, it makes sense that the actors focusing on long-life and repairability,               

equally are the ones to offer their products as service. Therefore, the two parts of the                

argument above are connected. Further, Peter emphasizes the business incentive of leasing            

products: “we own the product end of life, which makes it much easier for us to take it back”                   

(Peter, 2018), meaning Philips increase their reuse of e-waste through their leasing programs. 

Secondly, the linearity of the current industry-wide business model is criticized for holding             

back circular economy for the individual companies. Frances states that recycling and reusing             

is hindered by a lack of industry demand, claiming the e-waste market is immature. This is                

backed by the Finn quote that their recycling schemes are feasible only because they              

collaborate with major players in recycling, and thus gain a bigger market share. The              
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remaining companies in the research do not mention this as a challenge, but they are all large                 

actors in the market already, and might not experience them to the same degree. However, the                

fact that these all reuse e-waste argues against Frances’ perspective, as they take part in               

forming the industry, and thus mature the market. In line with this, Apple is an interesting                

example, as they are the only company that reports having technology separate their own              

phones. They use their latest robot, Daisy, which can separate and sort 200 iPhones per hour                

(Report, Apple, 2018). With Daisy, Apple introduce a new way of separating smaller             

electronic devices, which are usually taken apart through damaging methods such as            

shredding that leaves fewer materials for recovering. They describe it as an “innovation             

story” (Report, Apple, 2018), which is arguably true, because with Daisy, Apple can be said               

to create their own demand, and thereby turning the Fitbit argument around, i.e. they do not                

rely on a macro-level incentive; instead, they have created their own on a micro-level. This               

method, however, is arguably only viable for Apple, as other phones consist of different              

compositions, and consequently requires every other company to individually do the same.            

Further, for it to work it requires manufacturers such as Microsoft to not glue their devices                

together, as this hinders separation (How repairable is your mobile device?, 2017), meaning             

they will have to change the production as well as build a robot. Perhaps, the resource aspect                 

has to be reintroduced, as this process is so resource-intensive that only major actors can               

implement it. Working from the profitability imperative, the perceived profit must match the             

investment, which is a long-term strategy and thus perhaps a disincentive given the             

short-term view that the Frances explains is dominating the electronics industry. 

In general, the business models that the data suggests are applied, are equally the ones that                

have been argued to be 1) required by legislation, and 2) the most profitable, as they involve                 

taking back and refurbishing already assembled devices, which require less work than            

producing a new product. Further, the business models that are more rarely applied –              

life-extension and repairs – are argued to hinder profit due to the current nature of the                

industry. 

The above parts of this chapter have examined how aspects circular economy is applied in               

practice, however, little emphasis has been added to the concept of CE, and the pros and cons                 
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of this that the companies experience when implementing it. Therefore, the last part of this               

chapter will cover the strengths and weaknesses of CE presented by the empirical data. 

 

Circular e-waste management strengths and weaknesses 

This section will be based on primary data, as we were not able to find relevant data                 

regarding the weaknesses of implementing circular e-waste management strategies. This may           

be because our empirical secondary data consists of company CSR reports, and they arguably              

aim to paint a glossy picture, not focusing on the challenges that may be connected to circular                 

e-waste management. To streamline this section, we decided to refrain from using secondary             

data for the strengths subsection as well. With the primary data, we thus present a rather                

subjective point of view in this section, however, we do not consider that a problem, as our                 

aim of this section has been to uncover reflections and opinions from experienced insiders.  

 

Weaknesses  

A weakness that hinders the implementation of the circular economy, is that defective             

electronic products tend to be replaced rather than repaired, which further weakens the             

recovery and repair sector. This is partly due a limited public interest, technological             

obsolescence resulting in the unavailability of spare parts, unsuitable tools, time consuming            

parts during the repair process, the predominance of self-learning among repairers, high            

labour costs and the lack of strong initiative and effective logistics for testing and repairing               

defective items (Bakhiyi et al., 2018). So the design of electronic products discourages their              

repair as the components are securely attached, such as glued or soldered and therefore it is                

resource-intensive to repair them.  

These mentioned issues are predominantly from a consumer perspective, but a deeper look at              

the company point of view shows that “you have to change your entire supply chain. You                

have to work together with partners, who maybe collect your e-waste or whatever. So it               

required a lot of change, but in the end it can create like really big value for all parties                   
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involved” (Keith, 2018). So according to Keith, the change process is complex, but there are               

positive effects of it long term. This statement was also confirmed by the interview with               

Michael: “the production needs to be changed a lot – and that requires a lot from the                 

organizations. Short term, it is expensive, but long term, it makes sense” (Michael, 2018) so it                

is a weakness at the early stage of the implementation but can also seen as a “(...) long-term                  

investment” (Michael, 2018).  

From a consumer point of view, cases have shown that convenience in the recycling process               

or take-back scheme is one big reason to succeed. Philips for example had to take back                

e-waste by law and also other stores have to accept old items, but this procedure is still a                  

hassle for consumers. In the interview, Peter explained this phenomenon based on            

ink-cartridges: 

“So, if you look for instance cartridges, ink cartridges, or toner cartridges it's             

very cool you get an envelope or sticker or whatever? With the cartridge that              

you buy but you still see that may be only. If you ask people to order an                 

envelope, you may get back one to two percent. If you put in the envelope you                

get that 10% but 90% of the people still gonna be bothered is they still need to                 

put it in I need to drop it off” (Peter, 2018).  

So Peter argues that by minimizing the hassle of the consumer, the recycling rate goes up, but                 

it still has to be made easier or other incentives has to be introduced. 

Another perceived weakness is that the business potential is not always easy to see, even if                

the circular approach is actually a strength: 

“Most companies won't embrace this agenda, if it sounds like a sacrifice in there's              

something extra they have to do, to be the good guys. Many times the best way to                 

work was to look at their business. So what we did is we looked at the company's                 

business, where do they make money? Where do they make less money? What kind              

of materials flow, you know, all these material flow analysis. We did that with them               

to see where it makes sense to use a circular approach. Where could you reuse, instead                
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of using new materials in your production? Could you use recycled materials? Would             

it make sense for you to have that leasing system?” (Ellen, 2018)  

According to Ellen, companies are in general skeptical towards creating new business models             

like leasing, product as a service instead of only selling the product. This is also confirmed by                 

Frances, who states that when leasing programs are incorporated, the product will still face              

end of life after a couple of years. Therefore, there will be challenges when not the whole                 

industry is taking on this model. 

Even when changing business models, problems from the supply chain will arise and have to               

be solved. The challenge for the industry will also be how they can better forecast market                

needs and their internal needs. And how they can further make sure that the supply chain                

components are being manufactured in a sustainable way.  

 

Strengths 

Most of the materials, which are extracted from the earth, are utilized for economic purposes               

and are not consumed, but become waste that may cause environmental and societal damage.              

So it is necessary to move forward towards an industrial model that uses waste material to                

create a circular economy. A strength of the circular economy model is that the value in                

products is maintained as long as possible and the waste is minimized. So the precious               

resources are kept within the economy when the products no longer serve their original              

function, so that the materials can be used again and therefore generate added value.              

Therefore, as described in the literature review, circular models create more value from each              

unit of natural resources compared to traditional linear models. This finding is based on our               

circular economy expert who stated that  

“(...) if we keep using raw materials like this and the resources are scarce and limited                

then the prices are going to be high and then that's leading to a price volatility on the                  

supply side. Companies will have to relate to that, and how do you secure your supply                

chain? By keeping a hand on their products and making sure they're coming back to               

you. So you are sure you have something you can build or repair” (Ellen, 2018)  
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With this, Ellen argues that CE pays off in the end. Not just for increasing income, but                 

equally for lowering costs. However, if this is the case, why does it not appeal to more                 

companies? Bo argues that persuading through profitability is currently not sufficient, and            

that a  change of the mindset is required before waste will be perceived as value.  

In the interview with the Keith, scarcity of resources was mentioned as a point where a                

circular economy has an advantage over the linear economy, “I mean one reason is scarcity               

and the current system is not sustainable, with a lot of negative externalities. So I feel that the                  

circular economy is kind of a solution to these issues, since basically the goal of circular                

economy is basically that there is no waste anymore” (Keith, 2018). He states that he sees a                 

potential in the circular economy and tries to convince their clients with this emerging              

concept. So both from an environmental and sustainable perspective, but also from an             

economic perspective it makes sense, according to Keith: “They want to reduce your             

production cost and probably they would say yes, because it increases profitability and then              

you say, OK, yeah then you should take the products back and recycle them. So it's a concept,                  

which I see lots of potential in” (Keith, 2018).  

Keith provides an example of e-waste management, namely reusing ATM’s:  

“ATM’s, at the end of their life, they're often in really good condition. So there's a                

huge value for the potential companies. They can save production costs, if they would              

get back these products, recycle them and, basically that's kind of a logical connection              

to them that there's a huge potential market value. I mean, as more companies which               

are specializing in that” (Keith, 2018). 

Keith hereby argues that a strength of CE is that discarded products often function, and that                

they can be reused with little effort. Thereby, CE arguably does not require a big investment,                

merely that a strong take-back program, which Ellen argued for earlier. Michael argues the              

same, stating that for Microsoft “circular economy and sustainability pays off, I just think              

many are lacking awareness that this pays off” (Michael, 2018).  
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Further, Apple was mentioned in our interview with Frances:  

“(...) something like what Apple is doing. Taking back their products, disassembling            

them, recycling as much raw materials possible. That's something probably more           

likely; an individual company can do, because it's something that they can control             

better. So I would say that just looking at strategically if Fitbit is looking to take on                 

any solutions on addressing e-waste and behaving more with circular economy model,            

that will probably be something that we sort of looking into this how we can create                

value on the scraps and return products that we recycle “ (Frances, 2018) 

Especially when looking at the recycling of raw materials which is Apple doing, they are               

seeing the value of recycling, because the electronic products have a lot of rare minerals and                

it. And it is also known that the minerals prices are going up and the condition of sourcing                  

countries are unstable. Or some resources are controlled by certain countries such as China,              

where they are trying just to have better political control over certain countries in Africa and                

controlling those raw materials. And according to Frances that creates incentives for            

international companies like Apple be willing to invest on taking back and recycling their              

own products in order to make sure that, they have some sort of baseline raw material control                 

in their own supply chain. 

So one major strength is the control over the the supply chain, especially for raw materials                

which can be collected by items from the take-back program or other recycled material. “I               

will say one key message as a person in sustainability, I used to sell to the executive level in                   

the company to have better control over our raw materials, because raw material pricing is               

always up and down and has lots of factors impacting and companies often like to have better                 

control over this type of things and this is a way for us to again that control” (Frances, 2018).  

This quote highlights how important the influence of the CSR department in a company may               

be. The strengths we mentioned have as a first step to be realized and then as a second step                   

become implemented as an agenda in the company, which leads to the next chapter of our                

analysis, namely whether e-waste management is part of the company’s corporate           

responsibility.   
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Question II: Is e-waste management part of the company’s 
corporate responsibility? 
This section will cover the perspective that e-waste management is to be considered part of               

the companies’ corporate responsibility, as this view was voiced during several interviews,            

e.g. by Michael who stated: “We are one of the world’s largest companies, and we take that                 

seriously. We have a big responsibility that we also lay on our partners” (Michael, 2018). The                

CSR reports equally emphasize the responsibility of the companies, and therefore this            

statement is formulated. Further, it follows in continuation of the first statement, where it was               

uncovered that e-waste management was covered in CSR reports, without referring to            

profitability. Firstly, this section will examine current CSR trends in the industry in order to               

reveal whether e-waste management is a prominent current priority for companies. This will             

disclose if companies perceive e-waste management as their responsibility. Secondly, we will            

open up for the perspective that the company does not carry the responsibility; rather it               

belongs to the consumers. As this section relies primarily on statements from the primary              

data, and because the arguments presented by the secondary data are intertwined with             

arguments from the primary data, we will not split the empirical data between primary and               

secondary. 

 

CSR trends 

During the interviews, the subjects were asked if they experience CSR as typically following              

trends in society, and if so, which trend they believe is currently dominant. Expect Chris, all                

of the interviewees who were asked, confirmed the first question, but gave different answers              

to which trend is currently ruling. The following section seeks to examine if there are any                

patterns to derive from their responses despite the immediate differences. 

One observation that multiple interviewees brought up, was the overall change of CSR,             

which has developed into becoming an integrated part of the company: “if we look at where I                 

started in BSR 4 years ago, CSR was still something ‘you talked about’; ‘we also do CSR, we                  

have this thing we add to our organization wherever it fits’… Okay, that’s not completely               

true, a lot of companies back then were actually beginning to understand that it can be a core                  
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business goal” (Bo, 2018). This statement is in line with Samsung, who states that they have                

worked resource efficiency into their KPI’s (Report, Samsung, 2017). Further, this           

development is arguably connected with how companies are implementing circular economy           

business models, as this is a way of merging corporate sustainability and conduction             

business. The Microsoft interviewee indirectly brings up this observation from a different            

perspective, as he states that fewer and fewer companies have CSR departments. As a              

member of Dansk Erhverv (Danish Business), he is basing his statement on his conversations              

with co-members (Michael, 2018). The fact that fewer organizations employ CSR personnel            

for an independent business section is arguably because CSR is considered part of the              

strategy, rather than a separate part of the company. 

In terms of topics, Bo highlights inclusion as the upcoming trend, and follows up with               

explaining the initiatives that BSR are taking towards inclusion (Bo, 2018) while Michael             

states that sustainable data centers and cloud technology are dominant trends. Other than             

illustrating differences in perspective, these serve as examples of how the interviewees seem             

to be biased when answering this. When asked about current and future trends, they all               

answer in lines of what their company is investing in. On their website, BSR highlight               

inclusion as part of their core (BSR, 2018), and Microsoft are arguably highlighting             

dematerialization as they have their own cloud. However, the biased answers are not             

dismissed, as they still serve their purpose; they reveal whether the companies perceive             

e-waste management as a priority.  

Despite the immediate differences in perspectives, there does seem to be a common             

denominator, as the general topic many is moving within is environment. Whether it is              

wastewater (Report, Samsung, 2017), mining (Report, Fairphone, 2017; Report, Apple,          

2018), carbon footprint (Report, HP, 2017) or recycling, which all of the companies             

reference. Before mentioning sustainable data centers, Michael bluntly stated “Environment –           

all of your products have to be environmentally friendly.” (Michael, 2018), illustrating how             

environment is the main focus. Chris, who claimed to not experience trends in CSR, equally               

perceived environment as the main CSR focus of companies (Chris, 2018), underlining its             

seemingly pervading presence. 
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As a subsection of environmental CSR, e-waste management is mentioned by all of the              

companies in this research, but context cannot be ignored; the interview subjects were aware              

that this was the agenda, which may have influenced their replies, while the remaining              

companies were chosen because they publish publicly available data on e-waste management,            

i.e. self-evidently they mention e-waste. Therefore the analysis is based on not whether             

e-waste is mentioned, but rather whether it seems to be prioritized in comparison to other               

CSR initiatives. Samsung, for example, devote two pages of their 124 page CSR report to               

e-waste management, which arguably suggests a relatively low focus, or priority (Report,            

Samsung, 2017). Fairphone and Apple both emphasize e-waste management heavily.          

Fairphone’s 2017 CSR report is titled Report on Recyclability, suggesting recycling as the             

overall focus, while their website lists four goals of the company – three of which relates to                 

e-waste management (“Our Goals”, 2018). Apple’s sustainability report pictures Daisy on the            

front page and contains an entire chapter on e-waste management (Report, Apple, 2018).             

These being the extremes, the remaining companies place in between. E.g. Microsoft describe             

circular economy – in their case waste management – as one of five focus areas (Report,                

Microsoft, 2017), and Dell provide a waste-reduction case study (Report, Dell, 2018),            

exemplifying that generally emphasis to e-waste management is apparent and recurring           

throughout the reports as a priority, although it not be the main area of focus. 

The fact that they all mention e-waste in their corporate social responsibility reports, suggests              

that the companies perceive it as part of their obligation. However, occasionally, the             

perspective that the companies do not carry the main responsibility for e-waste management             

appears. Therefore, the following section will look into the arguments presented that directly             

or indirectly state this. 

 

Consumer responsibility 

The arguments disputing that companies carry the sole responsibility for e-waste           

management point the perspective towards the consumer. As little emphasis has been            

awarded the consumers, this section will bring them into play in respect to the empirical data                
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that references the consumers repeatedly. As with the above subsection, the primary and             

secondary data is intertwined, and will not be split. 

Firstly, the responsibility of the end-user was presented during the interviews, when it was              

clarified that sustainability- and e-waste management strategies are a response to demands            

from consumers: “I think society is demanding of more companies to take sustainability             

seriously” (Peter, 2018). He thereby states that the consumers influence the direction of             

companies, and that the change he experiences in consumer demands are driving companies             

to increase sustainability. In line with this, Michael states: “We can see that the end-user is                

the one who can create a revolution by only buying sustainable products. It is obvious that                

we, as producers, will go in that direction, so of course the user has a big responsibility.”                 

(Michael, 2018). Given that companies react to the demands of consumers, these consumers             

are arguably equally responsible for creating this demand. If they do not, the companies do               

not have an incentive to change. In the company reports, the connection between consumer              

demands and responsibility appears as well. E.g. Dell write: “We know we can’t do it alone,                

but we are committed to engaging with our customers” (Report, Dell, 2018), and similarly              

Apple state: “We can do a lot. But we can’t do it alone.” (Report, Apple, 2018), continuing                 

with “The program’s success depends in part on customers returning their end-of-life devices             

to Apple (Report, Apple, 2018). Through emphasizing that they need the help of and depend               

on consumers, the companies are placing responsibility on them. 

Another argument presented by the interviewees was that consumers are responsible by            

definition: “As a consumer, you can never say you are not responsible, because the only               

reason why there is more e-waste is that consumers need more electronic stuff or buy more                

electronic stuff and this creates more e-waste.” (Keith, 2018), meaning that consumers are             

inherently responsible in that consumption create the need for production. Frances argues that             

consumers should be the ones to carry the responsibility, but that they displace it: “The               

consumer should behave more responsibly, but consumers often don't think deeper, that deep,             

when they're purchasing a product” (Frances, 2018). I.e. she claims that consumer demands             

are superficial. Arguably, consumers demand companies to change their behavior, but refrain            

from changing their own. However, this can be tied to a challenge brought up during the                

interviews, namely the lack of awareness among consumers, and how the companies are             
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trying to upturn this in order to increase collaboration, and consequently increase consumer             

responsibility as well. Finn explained that Fairphone attempt to create awareness as an             

advertising method, primarily through social media (Finn, 2018), while Bo compares creating            

awareness of e-waste management with sorting bio-waste: “Like the new waste sorting            

system we have in Copenhagen, I think it is creating awareness that has the biggest impact, it                 

is not that much the material change. This will teach us what waste is, and what is recyclable”                  

(Bo, 2018), which can be interpreted as that practically nudging the consumers through             

everyday initiatives is the most efficient way – leaving the question of who should then do                

the teaching; who should educate the users and create awareness, which Bo does not              

elaborate on. 

Peter states that the consumer displacement of responsibility has nothing to do with a lack of                

awareness, but laziness: “The problem is in the smaller electronics and, you know, people              

know that they need to recycle because they do it for the bigger products, they are just too                  

lazy, you know, in all honesty to do with for the smaller goods” (Peter, 2018). He thus states                  

that it is a deliberate choice by consumers to not recycle e-waste. Chris presents a similar                

point, stating that the most important factor is convenience, and that companies have not              

made it convenient for the consumer to recycle e-waste. This can be tied to the take-back                

systems covered in the previous chapter, which showed that only a few of the companies had                

created a favorable take-back system for the consumers. For Frances, the challenge is neither              

overcoming unawareness nor laziness, rather it is the fact that consumers do not keep it in                

mind: “I think consumers know about the issues, but consumers tend not to think deeper”               

(Frances, 2018), which arguably suggests a lack of care in her opinion. 

The only pattern that can be derived from this is that the companies agree that the users are                  

not recycling e-waste, but the suggested reasons behind this vary; some are based on a lack of                 

knowledge, while others conscious and unconscious unwillingness. However, as mentioned,          

the responsibility may not even belong to the users, as another opinion presented in the               

empirical data is that the government carries the responsibility of making sure e-waste is              

recycled. 
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Question III: Is legislation a key incentive for e-waste management? 
In this section we explain how legislation affects company incentives and how the current              

legislation was established and modified over the years. We focus on European legislation             

because it is one of the most advanced, enforced and leading in an international context. 

Before covering the legislation, it is crucial to understand why the current legislation is in               

place. Especially by observing the EU legislation, the outcome is that the material value              

recovered from waste in the EU is a very small fraction of the European GDP. There are                 

basically two ways towards a more sustainable development, one is to minimize the use of               

materials at the design stage and find new materials to non renewable ones, such as               

biopolymers instead of polymers from oil. The second option is to reclaim as much as               

possible material value trough recycling, where the ultimate achievement would be the            

circular economy at the end. An effective circular economy can play a key role on our society                 

by providing new business opportunities for innovative companies and also by having a             

positive impact to the society and the environment.  

 

Perspectives on the EU legislation 

This section will cover different perspectives of e-waste management legislation. As our            

intention was to gain elaborated, insider opinions, we asked our interviewees about their             

perspective on sustainability and e-waste legislation, and therefore this section relies           

primarily on our primary data, as this is where we found the most valuable insights. 

We do however briefly want to touch upon the sustainability reports, as it caught our               

attention that several state that they have, or aim to, eliminate certain toxins from their               

products, and are keeping 90 % of their waste (including e-waste) out of landfills (e.g.               

Report, Apple, 2018; Report, Dell, 2018; Report, HP, 2017). Not surprisingly, the repetition             

of this number is seemingly not a coincidence, as the European Commission is currently              

revising legislative proposals as part of the circular economy package they adopted last year.              

One of these proposals includes a binding landfill target to reduce landfilling to 10 % by 2030                 

(“Review of Waste Policy and Legislation”, 2017). Further, the RoHS Directive (2002)            
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restricts the use of hazardous substances in electrical and electronic equipment. Thus, it             

seems reasonable to assume that the expectancy of legislation is influencing the behaviors of              

companies, and shifting their CSR focus, suggesting that – at least based on secondary data –                

legislation is a key driver for e-waste management. 

However, the reports were not able to give us elaborated answers, but merely left us               

assuming conclusions. Therefore, the remaining parts of this section will cover the primary             

data, and our interviewees’ perspectives on whether legislation is a driver. 

According to Michael, Microsoft have 3700 partners in Denmark alone, who are obligated to              

follow Microsoft’s regulative standards. He states that when imposing regulations and           

guidelines on themselves and their partners, Microsoft rely heavily on current and expected             

future legislation and well as UN guidelines. And because Microsoft is operating worldwide,             

a new imposed standard from the EU affects not only themselves, but further their business               

partners worldwide: “A nice example is the GDPR that is coming that everybody has to               

follow. We view it as a good thing that legislation and regulations are happening” (Michael,               

2018); i.e., he argues that when maneuvering in a global economy, legislation becomes a              

guide for how to conduct acceptable business in different environments. 

This was confirmed by Peter, who noted: “We see legislation increasing more and more, also               

outside of Europe, which for a very long time, took the lead in developing legislation on                

sustainability” (Peter, 2018). He further highlighted his opinion of the importance of the             

WEEE directive:  

“If you look at those overall statistics I think it is pretty successful. It's not ideal, it                 

still needs a lot to be done. But the WEEE directive has definitely helped. But before                

the WEEE directive was there, hardly anything got recycled. And now you can you              

can fairly reasonably say that two-thirds of all e-waste in Europe gets properly             

recycled, these are massive results right?” (Peter, 2018) 

Although optimistic, it has to be noted that the two-thirds as stated in our interview are in no                  

relation to the rates and statistics found in the academic literature. However, his point remains               
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the same; the legislation is doing what it is supposed to, shaping companies’ attitude towards               

e-waste and circular economy. 

In addition, Chris equally argued that legislation is a driver – without us even asking. He                

brought it up when asked about incentives: “I think the incentive, the easiest way could come                

from some sort of legislation (…) There must be some sort of legislative push, probably”               

(Chris, 2018), i.e. the most efficient incentive is the one that is forced upon companies. 

The WEEE Directive (2002) states that producers and distributors are required to take back              

e-waste free of charge on a one-to-one basis as long as the equipment is of equivalent type                 

and has fulfilled the same functions as the supplied equipment. So according to this              

legislation they have to take it back and also cover the cost of the collection process by other                  

stakeholders by financing the collecting and processing procedure. The question is whether            

this is sufficient to nudge manufacturers into implementing e-waste management systems.           

Considering that our initial research showed that most companies have not done so, it seems               

it is not, despite how our interviewees have argued it has driven them. The interviewees do                

however like to point out that they have moved beyond the law in their initiatives (Michael,                

2018; Peter, 2018; Fairphone, 2018), relating back to the social responsibility issue. These             

contradictory statements make answering our initial question of whether legislation is a key             

driver for implementing e-waste management strategies harder to answer, however it does            

seem reasonable to conclude that legislation plays a role, at least in laying the foundation for                

a circular e-waste management strategy. Another perspective that seems to be common            

between the interviewees is that they perceive legislation as a positive thing, or as a               

guideline. 

Before we move on to the discussion, this paragraph will sum up the findings from the                

analysis. We found it reasonable to split the analysis into three questions that could be               

answered with a ‘yes’ or a ‘no’ – in an ideal world. However, not surprisingly, the answers to                  

these questions were not that simple, and could not be stated in a single word. The first                 

question seeked to answer whether profitability was a driver for implementing circular            

economy. We found that profitability was indeed an incentive, based on the overwhelming             

amount of business cases and the emergence of business models supporting CE and e-waste              

management, and that it is backed by a discouragement from costs. Our second question              
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asked whether e-waste management was considered part of companies’ social responsibility.           

Although here, our data did not allow us to answer with much certainty: we found that since                 

e-waste is mentioned throughout the company CSR reports, this suggested that companies            

perceived it as their responsibility, however the responsibility was explicitly diffused to            

consumers as well by a number of companies. Lastly, we asked if legislation could be               

perceived as a driver for e-waste management, and found that it could. Several companies              

voiced that they relied on legislation and UN guidelines, when they did not have their own                

policies in place. Although this may seem trivial, it cannot be ignored, as was perhaps the                

question we were able to answer with the most certainty. The point of asking and answering                

these questions was to help us answer our two sub-questions, which search for patterns and               

incentives in companies with circular e-waste management. From the analysis, we derived            

patterns such as applying already established business models, being a member of the Ellen              

MacArthur Foundation, and perceiving legislations and regulations as guidelines rather than           

as restrictions. Profitability, legislation and perceiving e-waste management as a          

responsibility was further argued to function as incentives. The next chapter will discuss             

these findings, bringing in points of view from the literature. 
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V. DISCUSSION 

The following chapter consists of a discussion of the findings in this research. It will combine                

the knowledge from the literature review and the analysis, and draw out the similarities and               

differences we have observed between theory and practice. In other words, we compare the              

two parts to discuss where they support and contest each other. In several instances, the               

empirical data contests the literature in a manner that calls for an expansion of the current                

literature. In those cases, we will discuss these possible expansions. The discussion will             

primarily keep a practice oriented perspective, focusing on our empirical data. This is both              

because we aim to reach answers that are based on actionable measures, and because the               

current e-waste management literature is relatively limited, not covering as many aspects as             

our empirical data does. The discussion is structured in line with the analysis, covering              

relevant topics from this, namely CSR trends, circular economy business models and            

incentives. Together, these topics discuss our main research question, which asks “Given the             

great financial potential presented by consultancies and NGO’s, why do only some            

manufacturers of electronics employ circular e-waste management strategies?” in order to           

facilitate a nuanced view that includes the point of view of the literature, the empirical data                

and us as researchers.  

 

Limitations and delimitations 

Before the discussion of our findings, we will discuss the very foundation of these, namely               

the limitations and delimitations of our research. No research effort, like this master thesis, is               

absent of limitations and rejections, and during the thesis process, we came across a number               

of challenges and choices. The following chapter aims to point out some of these, by taking a                 

critical look on our own work and process. This section will cover both limitations, which are                

considered out of our control, and delimitations, which are considered within our control, of              

this study. 

When pondering on the limitations of this research, two primary factors stand out: 1) scope,               

and 2) access, both in terms of availability. Firstly, regarding the scope, e-waste management              
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is a new, and thus narrow, field, and only little research with the focus on the manufacturer                 

side has been done prior to this thesis. This has limited availability of both literature and                

secondary empirical data. As a result, the entire thesis has been affected, as both the literature                

review and analysis are directly affected by the inaccessibility of specific data, while the              

discussion part will be indirectly affected, because it brings together the findings from the              

two previous chapters. However, this limitation is rather ambiguous, as the lack of data is part                

of what peaked our wondering and inspired the problem statement. The gaps in the literature               

have allowed us to contribute to the e-waste management field, however, this does not change               

the mere fact that it has limited the degree to which the research has been able to unfold. In                   

line with this, the second large limitation has been a lack of access when gathering empirical                

data. To carry through this research, it has been necessary to gain access to people and                

organizational data or documents, which has been problematic. As mentioned above,           

gathering secondary data has been challenging due to the lack of public organizational data              

on the specific topic. We have primarily had to rely on company reports and websites, which                

are enormously biased documents, as they are created to serve as selling points for the               

various companies. Further, it has been impossible for us to obtain numerical values, such as               

applied business cases or measured results. However, relying on this data has been necessary              

in order to fully explore our problem statement, as the availability of primary data has been                

limited as well. Nonetheless, as our main objective has been to identify patterns in e-waste               

management implementations throughout the industry, these limitations may have challenged          

the development of this research, but they have not prevented us from addressing our              

problem statement. 

Further, our scope has been limited in terms of time, as the research has been restricted by a                  

due date. Our way of meeting this limitation has been to conduct a study that is not dependent                  

on researching longitudinal effects; rather, our problem statement is independent of time,            

investigating insights into the industry as is; a wondering caused by an observation of a               

current phenomenon, namely why many companies are currently not employing circular           

e-waste management strategies despite the promises of the business cases. 
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Unlike the limitations above, the delimitations have been under our control, and are based on               

our research rejections. The following paragraphs will cover the most prominent of these, and              

the reasons why they have been purposely excluded from our research.  

When researching circular business models for e-waste management, third party retailers           

often appear. Yet, they have not been included in our study. Although they would have been                

able to provide insights into e.g. whether they are challenged by the manufacturers’ tendency              

to design products to be difficult to disassemble, they would not have helped answer our               

research question, as this focuses on manufacturer incentives.  

The analysis was split into three sections, two of which contained subsections including             

consumers and government. Again, their voices have not been included in this research. The              

consumers could have been useful for providing preferences and a sense of brand loyalty,              

while government representatives could inform us of rationales behind- and execution of            

e-waste legislation. However, this rejection was based on scope, and staying within the lines              

of this research. Although they could have provided us with information that could be              

included in the subsections of the analysis, their perspective was not relevant. Our problem              

statement is based on a wondering of why manufacturers of EEE have not been inspired by                

the business cases, and therefore we have chosen to pursue answers by viewing possible              

reasons from their perspective only. Including more perspectives would confuse the purpose            

of our study.  

This concludes the discussion of our key limitations and delimitations, and the discussion will              

now change course to debate the findings from the literature and analysis. This section will be                

structured into three themes, based on each their prominent finding from the analysis. Firstly,              

we will discuss CSR trends, secondly circular business models and thirdly we will cover              

incentives.  

  

Empirical findings 

The general structure of the discussion topics is divided into three subsections: 1) supporting,              

2) contesting, and 3) expanding the findings. Each topic will consist of this structure to               
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facilitate an overview of the discussion points. The order of these is not necessarily              

chronological; rather, they are presented in the order that makes sense in each section to               

present our argument in the most coherent and comprehensive manner possible.  

 

Corporate Social Responsibility trends 

We begin with this section, as the structure of this deviates from the overarching one               

mentioned above. Instead of supporting, contesting and expanding the findings, this section            

briefly introduces a development in the way organizations perceive CSR. This means that our              

empirical data neither supports nor contests the CSR literature, but rather focuses on             

expanding it. Following this, it should be noted that the scope of this thesis does not include                 

CSR literature, which makes it practically impossible for us to respond and take a position to                

CSR as a general term, which is why we refrain from taking a stand of either contesting or                  

supporting the literature. However, we do find this discussion point relevant as one of our               

main analytical points revolved around perceiving e-waste management as corporate          

responsibility. 

In the interviews, we asked which CSR trends the subjects perceived as being the current and                

upcoming one, and the answer presented by one of them serves as the reason for this                

discussion: in the analysis it was briefly pointed out that Chris, was the only interviewee who                

did not experience trends in CSR, which seems like a point worth looking further into, as it                 

can be argued that he may be right. Our argument is that there is a coherence between an                  

increase of CSR integration into business models and a decrease in trends. It has been pointed                

out by several sources in the analysis that CSR has become more integrated into the               

company, which is equally backed by Moon (2014), who states that the development of CSR               

has entailed an institutionalization, where CSR has become more than company discretion; it             

has evolved to a state of business as usual, pervading social governance. 

Integrating CSR into the company business model demands choosing a direction as well as              

commitment; hence we present an argument for a decrease in CSR trends. Our argument is               

thus not that CSR trends have become outdated, rather we argue that they are no longer                

possible to the same degree as just a few years ago. The fact that this development is recent                  
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(Bo, 2018; Moon, 2014) equally provides an explanation as to why the remaining             

interviewees pointed out trends – they likely have experienced it during their career. A              

possible opposing perspective is that they were still able to name future trends, but              

considering that they pointed out different trends, more specifically trends connected with            

their own company’s CSR activities merely highlight the fact that actual trends in CSR have               

diminished, and that companies are focusing on their own integration of certain issues. 

However, all of the other interviewees were able to answer which trends they see influencing               

current CSR initiatives, which cannot be ignored. Circular economy as an upcoming trend             

was present in several of our interviews (Michael, 2018; Frances, 2018; Ellen 2018; Peter,              

2018) as well as in the observed literature (Cucchiella et al. 2015; Di Maio & Rem 2015; Di                  

Maio et al., 2017; Zeng X. et al., 2018), however this is arguably biased since we were                 

actively searching for this topic. E-waste management will arguably become of bigger            

importance because of the strong resource demand from the EEE industry and companies like              

Apple (Report, Apple, 2018; Frances, 2018) are taking actions to preserve their material             

inflow by trying to become circular. To establish circular economy as a CSR trend, Frances               

and Michael both argued that market leaders, such as Microsoft or Apple, have to prove the                

strengths of the concept, and thus inspire smaller players and the critical mass to join the                

trend. 

 
 

Business models  

Supporting the findings 

The analysis of which business models could be identified from our researched companies             

proved great coherence with the business models covered in the literature review. However,             

looking beyond the business models from the literature review and into how they were              

created, can possible explain this compatibility. Firstly, several of the companies in this             

research are global members of the Ellen MacArthur Foundation, and therefore it serves as no               

surprise that the business models suggested by this organization recur among the member             

companies, such as Apple, Dell and HP. Secondly, the business models presented by the              
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consultancies are based on an investigation into a vast amount of businesses that already              

apply CE business models. This means that their business model theories are founded in              

practice, and thus should be observable for us as well. 

 

Contesting the findings 

In the analysis, we touched upon those who had created strong take-back programs, including              

Apple and HP, with the reasoning that they exchange old devices for gift cards. However, can                

this not be perceived as a way of encouraging the consumers to renew their devices more                

often? The cost of upgrading a device is lowered, which is arguably the main barrier. If this is                  

the case, their circular business model contradicts one of the very pillars of the CE literature,                

namely to increase the lifetime of a product (Bocken et al., 2016). A practical example of this                 

is Apple, who encourage consumers to swap phones yearly with the newest model under their               

so called “iPhone upgrade program” (“Apple upgrade program”, 2018). In relation to this,             

Greenpeace teamed up with iFixit to rate the repairability of Apple devices, accusing Apple              

of shortening device lifespan with difficult, proprietary repair processes and components,           

ultimately leading to more electronic waste (Greenpeace, 2017). This finding is contrary to             

Apple’s statement that they attempt to close the loop and increase the lifetime of their               

products. However, the fact that the devices are returned and reused, keeps them in the same                

flow of resources, which the definitions from the literature review stated as the premise.  

 

Expanding the findings 

The interviewees disagreed about whether general e-waste management strategies can be           

transferred between companies, and thus function as general strategies. Ellen believed so,            

while Michael argued it would be hard, but possible if larger organizations, such as              

themselves, or the UN formulate it. On the other hand, Chris argued no company would               

accept a general strategy, and Keith stated it would not be possible. The point worth debating                

here is the fact that those who argue it is not possible to formulate a general strategy, are the                   
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ones who make a living of tailoring strategies to the individual companies, which discredits              

their argument.  

Contradictory to the statements we found in our individual interviews that general strategies             

are not transferable, is the CEI approach in the literature from Di Maio and Rem (2015).                

There, the authors present their own developed index, which, according to them, is easy to               

calculate and to transfer from product to product. According to our findings, there is no               

standardized and transferable framework, index or calculation which is used by either the             

consultancies or by the scientific community. Reasons for that could be diverse, for example              

the complexity of the companies and their supply chain or lack of awareness by the               

management. This thesis tries to tackle this problem from various sides and create a              

framework in the end, which gives an idea how the problem can be addressed and how a                 

circular economy strategy can be implemented.  

In line with this, Frances presented the perspective that the circular economy is challenged by               

the current way of doing business, as it is still too driven by “hitting the profit targets                 

quarterly” (Frances, 2018). ‘Quarterly’ being the key word. This is arguably especially            

evident in publicly traded companies, such as Apple or Fitbit. Our argument is that circular               

economy must be able to tackle these publicly traded companies, as they are pressured by               

shareholders to deliver economic results in a short term. The literature does not include this               

inherent tension, it merely states that circular economy is a long-term process.  

Further, the literature added little emphasis to the costs associated with changing business             

models, despite the fact that the empirical data suggested that this was a main challenge,               

especially for smaller players. As changing business model requires restructuring the business            

to its core, it affects every part of the business, and when going circular, this may include                 

replacing parts of the supply chain, or at the very least make suppliers change their business                

model as well. All in all a resource demanding process, which the literature neglects. 

We looked at several business models in the literature research and observed the ones from               

our empirical data. We briefly presented Chris’ inner debate about whether it is easier to               

become circular once a company has the resources to facilitate a change, or to be circular                

from scratch, as a start-up. This question is significant, and we believe just this topic would                
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be enough to create a thesis on its own. Our idea is to discuss this in practice with two                   

different company profiles. One we used several times is Apple, who stated in their              

sustainability report that they aim to become circular. They represent on one side the existing               

linear business model and their attempt to change it. On the other side we talk about                

Fairphone, a small smartphone start-up, which created their product from their deep            

sustainable belief and challenged the existing smartphone producers with their easy           

repairable and upgradable phone. To see these companies in context, Fairphone sold around             

125.000 phones in 2017 (“Digital Trends”, 2018) while Apple sold over 216 million iPhones              

in  2017 (Statista, 2018). Based on the different sizes of the companies it is hard to make a                  

clear distinction which strategy is best. Fairphone, as a niche player, was able to create a                

modular phone, which was ranked number one by Greenpeace on their CSR attributes and              

repairability from iFixit (“Digital Trends”, 2018). We did not find any reliable data how the               

process from Apple is and only their aims are stated in their Sustainability Report, thus, based                

on the unavailability of data we do not compare these business models intensively. 

 

Incentives 

Interestingly, this section does not present any points where the literature supports the             

empirical data, and vice versa; with this, we are not stating that the literature and empirical                

data never align, but, for our discussion, we have prioritized following a different path,              

focusing on especially how our empirical data expands the current literature. Before            

examining this, we present a brief discussion of dissimilarities in the literature and empirical              

data.  

 

Contesting the findings 

To maximize profit, the producer needs to know exactly what is in the product in order to                 

reuse it optimally. Therefore, third party resellers have a disincentive due to their lack of               

knowledge, which the producers can use as an advantage. In this, an inherent tension between               

ethical transparency and competitive advantage arises, where the circularity is kept within the             
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given organization, rather than affecting its entire ecosystem, which is part of the theoretical              

definition of circular economy. A weakness thus present itself in that those who make the               

investment (the manufacturers) and those who reap the benefits (third party resellers) might             

not be the same, which is a disincentive for the manufacturers. As a result, they purposely                

make their products less circular. This claim is also heavily supported by the e-waste              

management literature. Knowledge sharing is needed, so recyclers know which materials are            

present in the discarded products. This knowledge will also affect the pre-treatment stage             

with the sorting, which lead to higher recyclability and therefore more revenues for the              

recyclers. The repairing and refurbishing sector could reap more benefits out of e-waste and              

scavenge more parts, if they know exactly what the electronics are made of and where to                

reuse it later. To summarize this, there is actual no public relevant data available for recyclers                

of the chemical composition from the e-product supply chain (manufacturers, brand name            

owners and recyclers). Apple started to research the exact composition of their own products,              

which also in the end led to the introduction of the recycling robots, Liam and Daisy, to                 

separate different parts of the old iPhones (Report, Apple, 2018). One can argue, they had the                

incentive to research the material composition and now they try to become circular and make               

use of this knowledge, but sharing this knowledge with other parties in the future can't be                

seen at the current stage.  

Peter stated that two thirds of all the e-waste in europe is properly recycled. This statement is                 

opposed by all the literature of the e-waste management we found and used for this paper.                

Sure the WEEE Directive led to good results in Europe, because before there was hardly any                

legislation in place and over the years the legislation became tighter and improved. He              

labeled the statements from the literature as a misbelief, which is easily communicated by              

NGOs for their own agenda. Also the e-waste shipments which are described in the literature               

were criticized by the Peter. According to him, the economic benefits of waste shipments              

from Europe to Africa are not incident and therefore the export is inexistent and all the                

recycling going on in Africa is from domestic e-waste. It is true that domestic e-waste is                

rising at a strong rate in Africa, which is backed by the literature (Kumar et al., 2017). And                  

the export of the second hand appliances as Peter also stated is a big driver in this issue, but                   

according to him not as strong as critiqued by the e-waste literature.  
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Expanding the findings 

As presented in the analysis, legislation can be considered an incentive to implement e-waste              

management – for obvious reasons. However, despite the fact that legislation has already             

been introduced, many companies are not reusing e-waste, rather, they merely collaborate            

with a recycling facility to abide the law. Therefore, this section will discuss the effectiveness               

of the current legislation, and, based on the empirical findings. Peter and Michael both              

explained that when companies do business in the electronics sector, strict laws, especially in              

the EU, force them to pay for the produced e-waste. This led to increased incentives, like the                 

plan of Philips to become circular for certain products at 2020 or 2025. Further, according to                

the Philips CSR expert, the easiest way to set up incentives are legislative standards. The               

literature suggest that the RoHS Directive (2002) is the best working legislation regarding             

e-waste and arguably act as an incentive, as e.g. Apple mention relying on it in their CSR                 

report.  

It is interesting to examine why the WEEE Directive gets a lot of critique and does not lead to                   

the intended results. The other legislative frameworks, such as the RoHs Directive, do not              

receive the same amount of critique. One possible explanation may be the simplicity of the               

legislation. On the legislator side and also in the involvement of all the stakeholders. The               

RoHS Directive basically forbids the use of certain hazardous elements in electronic products             

and some of them were easy to phase out and supplement them with not much higher material                 

costs. Another cause may be the incentive for producers to limit the use of them in the                 

products, because their employees/contractors have to assemble them or they have to take             

back the products because of the EPR scheme. Consequently, the value of the returned              

products is higher, because of the cheaper disposal and recycling costs. Here, only the              

legislator and the producers are involved, compared to the multi stakeholder WEEE Directive             

with municipalities, external recyclers and so on. Thus, it is easier to enforce the legislation,               

and loopholes are easier to suppress, since all the products can be easily tested if they still                 

contain hazardous elements. And if they contain several restricted materials, the product can             

be forbidden to be sold in the european markets, so the risk of non compliance for the                 

producers is high as well as the damage to the brand. Since both directives are mature, both                 

are working and both achieved major advancements in the regulation of e-waste in Europe.              
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But when you compare the effectiveness of both, the WEEE Directive has more loopholes.              

This could finally be the case, because consumer are involved in the main WEEE Directive               

and certain awareness is needed, to dispose the old products properly. Contrary the consumer              

is not, or merely slightly, involved in the design process of electronic products and the full                

awareness about the outcome of not complying with the RoHS Directive is on the producer               

side. Working on the consumer awareness could be one solution to increase the efficiency of               

the legislation.  

We argue that rather than legislating with the aim of prohibiting, legislation should be aimed               

at facilitating recycling. A way of doing so could be to strengthen incentivized returns.              

Earlier, we discussed transferring strategies between companies, and staying in that path, the             

possibility of transferring legislation regarding incentivized returns, is worth discussing. We           

see this legislation in e.g. plastic bottle deposit return schemes, which could serve as an               

inspiration, meaning transferring the deposit scheme onto electronics may be viable: the            

manufacturer must add a fee that is refunded to the consumer, once the product has been                

returned at its end of life. 

Another option could be the legislation requiring manufacturers to design their products to be              

easily disassembled, which would diminish the disincentive of the third party retailers. For             

the companies, this would mean that instead of having a recycle facility as a partner, they                

could partner with a ‘reusing’ facility, and earn a share of their sales. However, there is a risk                  

that this would decrease the manufacturer incentive of implementing own e-waste           

management strategies, given that they perceive the third party facilities as competition,            

rather than partners - an outcome they are not completely in control of themselves.  

The relationship between who has the responsibility and who reaps the benefits was brought              

up during the interviews as well. Here, however, we focused on producer, consumer and              

government. We wished to examine whether the interviewees believed in a coherence, and             

whether it influenced the incentive to implement e-waste management strategies, as           

inconsistency could be a reason as to why only a few companies have done so despite the                 

economic benefits presented in the business cases. These questions were asked in relation to              

the ones that were covered in the analysis about who carries the responsibility to recycle               

e-waste, where it was uncovered that opinions were split. Sometimes even between the same              
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person, which Keith, who could argue for the responsibility of all three parties, is an example                

of. In fact, so could Michael and Chris, however, they both leaned towards the company as                

carrying the main responsibility. Chris further argued that the extra costs that may be              

associated with implementing this strategy would be transferred to the consumer, who would             

then practically end up carrying the responsibility, at least the financial one. The analysis did               

not explore the relationship between responsibility and benefits, which will then be discussed             

here. In terms of benefits, Chris argued that the company would reap the most, as they would                 

have cost reduction benefits in addition to the environmental ones that everybody reap. This              

is in contrast to the first half of his statement that the company will face costs when                 

implementing e-waste management, which confuses the argument. However, it can be argued            

that the company will face costs short-term, and cost reductions long-term. If this is the case,                

it would further serve as an explanation as to why none of the companies could answer,                

whether their e-waste management strategies are currently profitable. Michael’s         

argumentation is in line with Chris’, as his statements moves from how everybody benefits              

environmentally, to how it can be considered a competitive edge that can improve company              

image. With this, our argument becomes that the companies should have an incentive, given              

that they are argued to reap the most benefits of implementing this strategy. Which merely               

brings us back to our starting point: So why do many refrain from implementing such               

strategies? To answer this, Michael’s point is worth discussing, as it adds another level to the                

question of the connection between profitability and incentive. But is it true that e-waste              

management can be considered a competitive edge in terms of branding the company? It can               

be argued that CSR initiatives in general can no longer be considered so, as the vast majority                 

of companies employ CSR in one way or the other, however, as many companies have not                

implemented an e-waste oriented strategy, it is a way of differentiating from the competition.              

For this to succeed, it would entail consumer awareness – of both the company initiatives as                

well as e-waste as a topic and its implications and consumer care; two things that were                

presented in the analysis as being current issues. If the consumer is unaware, or does not care,                 

is it then even a competitive edge? If no, does that revoke an incentive to implement it? The                  

immediate answers to those questions are ‘no’ and ‘yes’ respectively, if profitability is the              

driver. If the consumer, in the end, selects their device based on e.g. price, the company CSR                 

initiatives are in general worthless, at least in terms of sales. In fact, following the argument                

that the consumers pick their products based on price, e-waste management is arguably a              
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direct disadvantage given Chris’ statement that the consumers end up paying the additional             

costs that the e-waste friendly production entails. The selling price would thus increase,             

which could make the consumer choose the competition. To fully unfold this argument,             

consumer preferences would need to be investigated as e.g. customer loyalty may influence             

choice of brand, however, with the data available at this point, this reasoning may explain               

why many companies have not implemented an e-waste management strategy. 

The last part of this thesis will cover a conclusion and managerial recommendations. Here,              

we sum up our findings and provide an answer to our research questions. Although we do not                 

conclude with certainty, we provide a likely reason based on the findings of our research. The                

managerial recommendations build upon that to provide an action oriented perspective of our             

research. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

The world of CSR is changing; it is becoming increasingly institutionalized, focusing on             

integrating it into the business models, and subsections such as circular economy are             

emerging. Although a relatively new concept, it has gained much attention and peaked the              

interests of many non- and for-profit organizations. As well as ours. Therefore, when             

deciding what this thesis should research, we knew we wanted to look into circular business               

models. In recent years, an increased focus on waste has lead the CSR discourse, however,               

mainly focusing on water and plastic, little attention has been given to e-waste, despite the               

fact that this is the fastest growing waste stream globally. We wanted to look into this, as it                  

baffled us. From a circular economy perspective, e-waste is especially relevant as the metals              

that can be derived from electronic products has the potential to be fully circular, never being                

worn down as most other materials do over time. The more we looked into this topic, the less                  

we seemed to understand. All business cases and reports on e-waste management suggested a              

great financial potential of applying circular business models to manage this waste, however,             

most companies seemed to not do this. With this, the theme of this research became clear: we                 

wanted to understand why. This led to our research question, namely: 

Given the great financial potential presented by consultancies and NGO’s, why do only             

some manufacturers of electronics employ circular e-waste management strategies? 

Following this research question, we found it necessary to add two sub-questions if we were               

to answer it. These asked how selected manufacturers have created incentives to implement             

e-waste management, and secondly which attributes a framework/model for a circular           

economy perspective on manufacturers of electronics entail. 

The methodology section depicted how we attempted to answer these questions through an             

exploratory study based on a combination between pragmatism and abductive reasoning. We            

have done this because our goal was to gain knowledge about a new field with little data                 

supporting it. Our chosen approach has let us continuously learn and adapt to new findings,               

and thus gain knowledge along the way. We gathered both primary and secondary data, as               

this was necessary to gain the appropriate amount of knowledge on the topic. We chose that                

the companies in our scope should apply circular business models for e-waste management,             
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as we believed that these would be the ones who could answer our questions the best. We                 

further conducted one interview with an employee of a company currently working on             

integrating e-waste management initiatives, as this person could describe which challenges           

they are currently facing, and how these were not considered large enough to keep them from                

still implementing it. Further, to increase knowledge, we did a thorough review of the              

literature about both circular economy and e-waste management. We quickly found that little             

has been written about e-waste management, and that focus had to be increased on the               

circular economy literature to see how the content of this was transferrable to e-waste              

management. The review proved many contradictions in the current literature, both within            

and between the two branches of sources that we identified, namely academics and             

practitioners. Our wondering of the topic was thus only increased, and we found that our               

contribution to the literature would be clarifying some of these contradictions, and thereby             

decrease the amount of confusion revolving this literature. 

With the knowledge gained from the above parts of the thesis regarding how and what we                

researched, we embarked on analyzing our findings from our primary and secondary data.             

The coding of our interviews suggested three major themes, which we wanted to investigate              

deeper. They all regarded how the companies in our scope had managed to created an               

incentive to implement e-waste management strategies. We turned these themes into           

questions that the following section of the analysis would them attempt to answer. Firstly, we               

asked if e-waste management must be profitable in order for companies to apply it. Although               

several interviewees suggested that this was imperative, we did not find any data regarding              

whether it currently is for the companies in our scope, and thus concluded that we could not                 

decisively answer this question. However, this suggested that if it is not profitable, and the               

assumption that it must be, is considered true, it would explain why only a few companies                

apply circular e-waste management strategies. Secondly, we asked if e-waste management is            

part of the companies’ corporate responsibility. We found that since e-waste management is             

referenced in the company CSR reports, and because a few interviewees supported this, it              

could be considered true, and that viewing it as a responsibility thus can be considered a way                 

of creating a (moral) incentive. Thirdly, we asked whether legislation was a key incentive for               

companies. Although it may sound trivial, as legislation orders companies to employ it, we              

found that the companies in our scope relied heavily on current and future legislation,              
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perceiving it as a positive driver, working as a guide for them and their supply chains.                

Further, it was established as an effective way of creating awareness, which is currently              

lacking. Still, little legislation is currently governing the e-waste field, which was considered             

a disincentive that could help answer our research question. These three questions functioned             

as enablers for answering our subquestions of incentives and common attributes, as we             

continually aimed at establishing patterns between the companies. Conclusively, we found           

that a possible reason why only some manufacturers of electronics employ circular e-waste             

management strategies is a lack of incentives – especially external ones, such as legislation              

and public awareness. We further found that common attributes of companies that do employ              

circular e-waste management strategies is that they work it into their business model,             

applying established circular business models. Further, several of the companies in our scope             

were members of the Ellen MacArthur Foundation, and that the majority did not start              

circular, but changed business models after becoming sufficiently resourceful.  

The analysis led to a discussion based on the findings from the literature and empirical data.                

Here, paradoxes and inconsistencies were discussed, including how effective legislation          

really is, and whether it is most effective to start circular or change business models after a                 

while. Limitations and delimitations of the research were further presented in order to discuss              

the challenges and choices we have faced based on the natural scope of this research. With                

the discussion, we presented a critical perspective to our findings, which contributed to             

answer our research question in a more nuanced way. For example, the reliability of the               

business cases was discussed, which provided a new angle to our research question, which              

had previously mostly focused on the manufacturers, and not the consultancy numbers. 

Summing up, we found that lack of awareness, responsibility and external incentives may             

have kept many manufacturers from implementing circular e-waste management strategies,          

and that the ones who do, have managed to create these incentives for themselves, looking               

inwards to the core of the business rather than outwards to public pressure and trends.               

However, how does these results lead to action? How does our research contribute to the real                

world? The following section on managerial recommendations will attempt to answer these            

questions.  
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Managerial recommendations 

Create Awareness 

In this chapter we present recommendations of our research. While gathering the primary             

data, we understood that there is a lack of awareness of the impact of e-waste with a circular                  

economy perspective. Our primary data suggested that awareness typically strands within           

CSR departments, and rarely makes it to decision makers. However, Fairphone, for example,             

was built circular, i.e. the initial decision makers incorporated the idea from the beginning.              

Here, battling awareness is not a worry, however our research suggested that rather than              

building a circular start-up, companies tend to switch business models once they have             

accumulated resources to facilitate the changes. In companies like Apple or Fitbit, which are              

publicly traded companies, top management is arguably pressured to hit profit targets. Long             

term, circular economy business models can create a positive impact, but this is rarely              

possible short term. Based in this, we argue that it is crucial to empower the CSR department,                 

who is likely driving the changes towards a triple bottom line. 

 

Create own incentives 

The question then becomes “how?” We have presented business cases and calculations, and             

introduced the viewpoint that these are needed to convince decision makers of the potential of               

circular e-waste management strategies. In the current situation the trend is positive: Apple as              

the biggest player, and Fairphone as a niche player, are starting to implement and prove that                

the circular economy can work for the electronic sector. Both companies have in common              

that they look at their supply chain very detailed, down to the mine level of the metals and                  

minerals they used. They analyze the exact composition of their products to get an overview               

and also how the materials are affected during the recycling process (Report, Fairphone,             

2017). Apple for example created “Material Impact Profiles” for 45 elements and raw             

materials, which are commonly used in consumer electronics and prioritized, which materials            

they want to tackle first (Report, Apple, 2018). The profiles identified global environmental,             

social, and supply risk factors spanning the life of each material and then they combined them                
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with specific company data from Apple. By doing so, both companies were able to get a                

deeper understanding of the relationships within the supply chain and create transparency of             

their products, which helped them to influence relevant decision makers. They both found             

different unique opportunities for new closed-loop supply chain models and since both            

companies of different sizes did it, it may be possible to imitate this and make an industry                 

practice out of it. 

  

Take and spread responsibility 

Therefore competitors are may feel pressured to do the same, which would entail revising              

their supply chain and, as an effect, have to examine if they use conflict materials. This                

procedure is done by some producers, but it is not required by law. An aim could be to                  

pressure, or lobby, legislators and competitors, and work with electronic recyclers to improve             

the recycling process. Apple state that their reason to create their own disassembly robots was               

the fact that they were not pleased with the alternatives that the industry had to offer (Report,                 

Apple, 2018). But this practice is not very likely to be implemented by a lot of electronic                 

producers, due to the resources it would take, both in terms of finances and knowledge. Their                

approach incorporates knowledge-sharing by working with refurbishers and recyclers. This          

can be seen as a self-reinforcing mechanism; by taking the incentive as a producer and               

actively taking back the old electronics, the supply for recycling companies increases. Then             

recyclers have more of the specific old electronics from electronic producers and when             

working with them, they also shared the knowledge of the material composition. Therefore             

the recycler can use that knowledge to specialize on recovering parts or specific elements              

from it and increase their recycling capabilities.  

By incorporating this procedure in their own circular economy business model, the electronic             

producers have an incentive, firstly to get as much as e-waste back from the market, and                

secondly to recover more valuable materials from it. This effect may lead to an increase of                

e-waste recycling technology, as electronic producers basically can create their own supply            

and demand through the circular economy strategy. Further, knowledge-sharing between          

corporations and recyclers can lead to a better recycling outcome.  
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